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A Third Contribution to the Knowledge 
of the Hymenoptera of Sarawak. 
BY. P. CAMERON. 
. This paper is in continuation of one on the HymP.noptera 
of Sarawak based on material collected by Mr. Robert ;5helford, 
M. A., published in the journal of the Straits Branch Royal 
Asiatic Society io 1903 and another in 1903. 
SIRICID.lE. 
, . Stfrocoi·sia cariniceps, sp. nov. 
Black, the hind truchanters and femora red, the hind 
tibire thickly covered with white pubescence which g·ives it a 
white appearance; the fore wing fuscous-viol1tceous; a hyaline 
cloud extends from the base of the cubitus to near the base of 
the radius and extending to the oppisite side of the wings, the 
lanceolate cell being also hyaline; the basal half of tbd hind 
wings hyaline, the apical lightly fuscous-violaceous; the stig-
ma and nervures black. Temples, pleur1e, sternum, apex of 
abdomen and legs covered with white pubescence. ~. 
Length 13-14 mm, 
Kuching. November. 
On the sides of the vertex are 5 projections, rounded in front 
and arranged one above the other like the steps ot a stair; the 
upper part of the front closely, strongly rugosely punctured, 
the lower is more irre gularly and coar,ely reticulated, with a 
smooth space, longer than broad, in the centre above; in the 
centre below is a somewhat triangular depression-the broad 
part above-and having, at the top, a large deep round fovea. 
Front coarsely, irreg1:1larly punctured-reticulated, more closely 
. above than . below, where the reticulations are more widely 
separated _and irregular ; in the centre near the apex is a large, 
lt , A, Boe., _No. 441 1005. 
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longer than broad, smooth space. Frontal keels distinct, the 
apical curved · and projecting, more clearly separated than 
the others, the upper transverse and less developed than the lateral. 
Inner orbits obliquely sloped, coarsely rugosely punctured. 
'l'he eyes behind are bordered by a keel which extends from 
the top to half way down the malar space, and is clearly sepa-
rated from the eyes. Pronotum closely punctured; the meso-
more strongly and irregularly, but not so closely and having a 
wide smuoth liLe in the centre of the basal half; the scutellum 
is less closely and less strongly punctured, and with a smooth, 
shining, slight] y violaceous space iu the centre. It is separated 
from the metanotum by a deep, curved, crenulated furrow. 
1-'ost-scutellar region closely rugm,e; the median segmeut more 
closely and less strongly punctured and having a smooth raised 
curved line at its base. 'l'he hasal 4 segment8 of the abdomen 
are c osely punctured, the punctuation becoming gradually 
weaker; at the base is a deep crenulated furrow; the last is 
more closely and strongly punctured and with its apex depress-
ed and smooth, except in the centre, which projects. 'l'he apices 
of all the segments are smooth; the ventral closely and strong ly 
punctured. 
The pro- and mesopleurre are closely punctured, the lat.ter 
less strongly at the apex, the meta- coarsely aciculated, shining. 
'l'he hinder tibire h:Lve 1 teeth above; below and clearly separat-
ed from them, are 4 larger ublique ones, followed by a smaller 
tooth. The 1st disevidal eel I ule is of equal width throughout. 
The frontal area, above, is nnt half the length of the bottom. 
Ulypeus and the apex of mandibles thickly covered with golden 
hair. Second abdominal segment not quite so long as the follow-
ing 2 united. The median segment laterally is bounded by a 
keel ; above this is another longitudinal keel. 
Stirocorsia belongs to the Oryssinini. 
CYNIPIDlE. 
Mesocynips insignis, Cam. 
Mr. Shelford has sent the undescribed O of this &pecies· 
from Matang. It has the antennre filiform, longer than the 
J 011r. S\r &ik Br&nell 
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body, 15-jointed, the scape luteous, the flagellum black, bare. 
The last abdominal segment is as long as the preceding ; it is 
closely and distiuctly, the penultimate sparsely, punctured. 
The basal joint of the hinder tarsi is longer than th e 4 follow-
ing joints united. The apical 2 abdominal segments are marked 
with black. 
CHALCIDID..:E. 
Antrocephalus maculipe1mis, sp. nov. 
Hlack ; the wings hyaline a cloud at the stigma extending 
to the middle, beyond which is a fainter, smaller cloud; between 
this and the apex of the wing is a wider, more irregular cloud, 
narrowed above; the apex of clypeus with a broad, rounded 
incision; the lateral lobes broad and rounded; head, thorax, 
legs and apex of abdomen covered with silvery pubescence. 9. 
Length 6 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. December. 
Head closely and strongly punctured; the inner orbits 
margined, th"' space between the keel and the eyes irregularly, 
transversely striated, the lower half of the front irregularly 
longitudinally striated, the st rire intermixed with the punctures. 
Prothorax rugosely punctured ; the sides keeled to near the 
centre above. .illesonotum closely rugosely punctured at the 
base, the rest and the scutelluru closely covered wi h round 
punctures. Metanotum coar sely reticulated; at the base are 2 
irregular oval fovere, followed, at their apex, by a larger longer 
one, sharply obliquely narrowed at the base, narrowed and 
rounded at the apex; there are no lateral projections. Pro-
pleurre above coarsely punctured, the middle irregularly longitu-
dinally striated, below smooth. The central depress ion of the 
mesopleurre has the upper two-thirds closely, stoutly, longitu-
dinally striated, below smooth, the rest rugoss; metapleurre 
rugosely reticulated and punctured. Abdomen slightly shorter 
than the thorax. 
Antrocephalu.s 1·1ifi,pes, p. nov. 
Black, the legs red, their coxre and trochanters black and 
thickly covered with white pubescence; the wings with a small 
:a, A, Soc,, No . 4', 11904. 
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cloud at the stigma, the nervures black; the basal 2 joints of 
flagellum red. ~. 
Length 5 mm. 
Rab. Trusan. November. 
Cheeks, malar space and outer orbits thickly covered with 
silvAry hair; the inner orbits clearly margined; frontal depres-
sion closely, minutely transversely striated, with a smooth, 
shining, transverse band below the ocelli. Occiput closely reti-
culated. Pronotum closel'y punctured; the basal slope keeled 
round the edges, except in the centre above. Mesonotum and 
scutellum similarly punctured; the furrows distinct; the 2 
scutellai: teeth, wider than long and rounded at the apex; the 
part beneath with a closely striated band. Median segment 
with 2, slightly converging at the base, keels down the centre 
and an oblique one on the sides. Pleurre rugosely, closely 
punctured; the centre of the mesopleurre closely striated, the 
striated part bounded at the base by a stout, smooth keel which 
is roundly curved above and dilated in the middle; the apex of 
the mesopleurle is rugose above, smooth, shining, and depressed 
below. Metapleurre coarsely rugose; below both are thickly 
covered with silvery pubescence. The upper two-thirds of the 
hind femora is roundly curved more dilated above than below; 
the lower part is clearly separated from the upper and rounded. 
'fegulre rufous. Middle abdomina.l segments thickly covered 
with silvery hair. 
Megacolus fnlvipennis, sp. nov. 
Black, the 1st abdominal segment and the sides fertuginous, 
the tarsi red; the femora with 5 large teeth of which the apical 
2 are more widely separated than the others; apex of clypeus 
transverse; wings fulvo-hyaline, the nervures blackish. 0 . 
Length 8 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. September. 
Head rugosely reticulated; the frontal depression trans-
versely striated and with a keel down the middle. Thorax closely, 
rugosely punctured. Scutellar projection large, with 3 or 4 stout 
irregular keels. Metanotum stoutly, irregularly reticulated; the 
Jour. Stra.its Br&roch 
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sides with a large tooth at the base and a smaller, more rounded, 
one at the apex. Mesopleural depression punctured throughout. 
Legs thickly covered with white pubescence, as are also the 
breast and metapleurre. 
Megacolus rujitarsis, sp. nov. 
Black the abdomen and tarsi rufous, the hind femora with 
7 short ~eth; a longish stout tooth or spire between the 
antennre; the apex of scutellum projecting in the middle, its 
apex almost transverse. o 
Length 8 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. July. 
Head rugosely punctured, the punctures running into reti-
culations; the frontal depression above stoutly transversely stri-
ated, with a stouter longitudinal keel down the centre; the lower 
part with curved furrows; the occiput irregularly longitudinally 
striated. Metanotum with large, irregular reticulations. o-
pleurre smooth; near the middle is a wide, oblique furrow, 1::ior-
dered below by a rounded keel ; mesopleurre covered with large, 
round deep punctures; the central depression wide, slightly 
narrowed below, smooth, obscurely striated above. 'l'he 3 basal 
teeth of tLe hind femora are narrower and closer together than 
the others. 
Io colouration this species is identical with M. ati·iolatus, 
from which it may readily be known by the greater number of 
teeth on the ,femora, by the transverse apex of scutellum and by 
the frontal spine. 
Megacolus st1·iolat11,s, p. nov. 
Black ; the 1st abdominal segment and the tarsi testaceous, 
the wings hyaline, narrowly streaked with fulvous, the nervures 
and costa black ; hind femora with 5 teeth, the basal 3 short and 
rounded; the apical 2 sharper and longer. Q. 
Length 8-9 ; terebr~ 3-4 mm. 
Hab. Kuching July. 
B, A, Soc., No. 44,.1~. 
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Front and vertex coarsely rugosely punctured, almost 
reticulated; frontal depression transversely striated; face and 
clypeus covered with large, round, clearly separated punctures; 
above the centre of the clypeus is a deep depression or pit. 
Occiput obliquely depressed, its centre smooth; the sides punc-
tur~d above, below irregularly striated. Pronotum closely, 
, irregularly punctured; the meso- more closely punctured, its 
centre at the base irregularly, transversely: striated; scutel-
lum coarsely, irregularly reticulated; its apex projecting, 
rounded, with a slight, wide incision in the cPntre ; it is de-
pressed, with some slight keels at the base. Metanotum 
coarsely, irregularly reticulated; the basal reticulations 
irregular and broken; the basal tooth, large rounded 
and narrowed at the apex, its length as long as the width 
at the base. Propleurre irregularly punctured with a smooth 
space iu the centre above; the meso- and metapleurre with large, 
deep punctures; the oblique central depression on the former 
smooth at top and bottom, striated in the centre. The 4 front 
k~es are testaceous, the basal 3 short teeth on the hind femora 
are widely separated; the 4th tooth is long and becomes gradu-
ally, obliquely depressed to the 5th which is shorter and sharp-
er and has a short tubercle at its apex. 
EVANIID.lE. 
P i·istaulacus crythrocephalus, sp. nov. 
Bia.ck, the scape of the antennre, head, pro- and mesothorax, 
red; the fore legs of a paler red colour. Wings fuscous-violace-
ous, paler at the apex, the stigma dark testaceous, black at 
the base. Q. 
Length 20 mm. terebra 20 mm. 
Rab. Kuching. 
Head smooth and shining, covered with a pale golden down, 
which is longest on the clypeus. Apex of clypeus depressed in 
the middle and with a stout keel on the lower edge; the sides 
broadly rounded. Mandibles large, longer than the clypeus 
from top to the bottom of the apex ; there are 3 large teeth; 
Jo11r. Stra.Ua Bra.nob 
• 
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the apical larger than the basal, two. Mesonotum coarsely, 
rugosely punctured and irregularly reticulated. Scutellum 
with 4 irregular, curved transverse keels; the depression at its 
apex and at the base of the meta.notum stoutly, closely striated. 
Median segment irregularly, strongly reticulated. Pleurre, 
except at the base of the pro-, closely irregularly reticulated. 
Antennre 14-jointed; the scape not quite twice the length of 
the 2nd; the 2 together are slightly longer than the 3rd, which 
is distinctly shorter than the 4th. . Temples wide. Hinder ocelli 
separated from each other by the same distance they are from 
eyes. Base of middle lobe of mesonotum slightly roundly 
incised in the middle. First recurrent nervure interstitial with 
the cubita.l, dilated at its junction with it; the 2nd received 
shortly beyond the middle of the cellule; the 3rd abscissa of 
the radios is as long as the other two united. Claws with 4 
teeth, the 2 central being longer and sharper than the others. 
The o is similarly coloured, has the vertex obliquely raised 
from the front and has the sides bounded by a longitudinal keel. 
Gasteruption rufomaculatum, sp. nov. 
Black, the mesopleurre and mesosternum rufous; as are also 
the front legs and the underside of the middle coxre, there is a 
broad white band near the base of the hind tibire ; wings hya-
line, the stigma fuscous, the nervures darker. 2 . 
Length 13; terebra 6 mm. 
Rab. Kuching. 
Front and vertex shining, smooth, almost bare; the face 
and clypeus and outer orbits thickly covered with silvery 
pubescence; the hinder occelli are separated from each other by 
a slightly greater distance than they are from the eyes. The 
clypeus a.hove, in the middle, is separated from the face by a 
distinct curved furrow. Mandibles and trophi dark rufous. 
Middle lobe of mesonotum closely and strongly transversely 
striated; the sides of the lateral lobes are more finely striated; 
the middle at the apex much more widely and more strongly 
longitudinally striated. Scutellum obscurely transversely stri-
ated. Median segment rather strongly transversely striated, 
B. At Soc,, No. U, lll06. 
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the &id,es )ess strongly and more irregularly than the metano-
tum . . ·. Centre of proplenrre broadly and strongly striated; the 
meso- obscurely striated, more distinctly below than above, 
almost reticulated. 
Malar space small, as long as. the 2nd antenna! joint; the 
temples · large, fully longer than the eyes above; collar short ; 
the 3rd and 4th joints of the antennre are equal in length and 
cle~rl:Y longer than the scape. Parapsidal furrows deep , crenu-
lated ; and ,there is a longitudinal furrow on the apical half of 
the . lateral lobes. Middle tarsi _ fuscous; the ti Hee darker, pal er 
at the .. ba.se. Ventral segments of abdo111en dark rnfous; the 
apic!)-1 third of the sheaths of the ovipositor pal !'). liind coxre 
brownisµ, transversely striated above. 
Belongs to Gaste1·uptzon S. Str. the. 2nd discoidal cellule 
being divided. 
Evania tit.bra, sp. nov. 
Rufous, the abdomen black, the apex of petiole white, the 
rest of it fuscons-black, dark er above than on the sides; legs 
coloured like the body, but paler in tint, the apical third of the 
binder femora, and the .binder tibire ,):ilack ; th e basal third of 
the 'tibire '".bite; ,the hinder tar si fuscou~ ; wings hyalin e, the 
nervt.ir,es blackish. o . 
Length 6 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. 
Third joint of antennre slighter longer than the basal two 
united and slightly longer than the fourth. Head smooth shin-
ing and covered ·with a pale down. Temples well develpped, 
as long as the malar space; the occiput slightly roundly incised. 
Mandibular teetl} black. Pro- and mesotborax smooth; the lower 
part of the me,sopleurre with round , shallow, clearly separated 
punctures; median .segment reticulated; the base of the meta-
uotum with a curved, smooth, clearly separated area; the 
pleurre at the base in the middle _smooth. Metatarsus as 
long ;,.s the 2nd and 3rd join_ts united ; the long spur of 
the calcarja three-fom:ths of its length. The cubitus origin-
ates far behind the stigma 1 the 1st . cnbital cell being thus , 
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much longer on the lowet' than on ·the ' upper side; the trans-
verse median nervure is received distinctly beyond the tran,1-
verse basal; the cubitus is -very faint, almost obliterated be-
yond the transverse cubitaL 
This species bas the cubitus originating far back behind 
the stigma as in Zeuxevania, but in that group the · 1st cubital 
and the discoidal cells are not separated as they are in my 
species and in Evania . . 
BRACONIDlE. 
· Chaolta ruficeps, sp. nov. 
Black, the bead, · antenna! scape, thorax and 4 front legs 
rufous; wings dark fuscotls-violaceous, with black stigma and 
nervures; sheath of ovipositor stout, black, covered with loug, 
. stiff hair. ljc'. 
Length 17 ; terebra 19 mm. 
Rab. Ruatal. April. 
Spape of antennre smooth, not excavated, or with the sides 
keeled; its apex below with a stout keel ending in a '.short 
broad tooth. Plate below the antennre large, rounded and 
narrowed towards the apex; its keel its stout, reaches close to 
the middle and originates at the base of the antennre, its apical 
half being higher than the basal and dilated in the middle; the 
face below it and the sides above are irregularly punctured and 
striated. Oral depression with stout, oblique sides above. 
, Temples longer than the eyes. Median segment infuscated in 
the middle; its sides closely punctured. The sides of petiole 
closely, distinctly longitudinally striated; the centre 'more ir-
regularly striated, the strire run11ing into ·reticulations ·; the 
2nd and 3rd abdominal segments are closely, strongly longi-
tudinally striated, the strire stronger in the middle and at the 
base, the area being similarly striated; the 4th segmeut is close-
ly, rugose, almost reticulated; · the others smooth ; ·the furrows 
wide and shallow, striated. 'Wings long; 2nd abscissa of radius 
about on,', fourth longer than the 3rd. 
The aMomen is not dilated in• the middle and·'is twic'e the 
length of the thorax. 
R. A. Soc., No. 44, 1005, 
l 
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Chaolta lutea, sp. nov. 
Luteous, the fla.;ellum of a.ntennre black ; the wings fus-
cous, behind the transverse median nervure, yellowish bye.line ; 
the stigma. black. ~ . 
Length 10; terebra. 8-9 mm. 
Ha.b. Kuching. April. 
Hea.d smooth, shining ; in the centre of the f11,ce is a. de-
pression a.bout twice wider than long a.nd with the sides 
rounded; oral depression sma.11 ; temples wide, longer than 
the eyes. Apex of mandibles black. Apex of scape of a.n-
te'qnre below excavated slightly, the depression stou~ly keeled, 
the ke~l produced at the a.pex into a broad tooth ; the a.ntennal 
tubercles stout. Facial plate wider than long, becoming 
gradually narrowed towards the apex and without a plate at 
the base. Thorax smooth and shining ; flat above; the meta.-
notum with a thin keel down the centl'e. 'l'he depressed sides 
of the petiole are distinctly longitudinally striated, the raised 
CE!n~ral part rugosely punctured and striated; the 2nd and 3rd 
segfO~nts are closely, longitudinally striated; the ar,ea on the 
2~tl·s~~ment is about twice longer than broad, its sides marg-in-
ed, 'its apex rounded and half the width of the base;- it is more 
finely longitudinally striated ; the 2nd to 4th segments are 
closely rugose; and have distinct oblique lateral depressions ; 
the suturiform articulation crenulated. 
Front depressed, deeply furrowed in the centre ; the 3rd 
joint of the antennre is slightly, but distinctly longer than the 
4th abdomen oval, broader tha.n the thorax and shorter than 
the head and thorax united. Legs stout, densley covered with 
pale hair ; stigma large, broad ; the recurrent nervure is re-
ceived shortly before the 1st transverse cubita.l ; 2nd abscissa 
of radius as long as the 3rd of the cubitus and about one-fourth 
shorter than the 3rd. 
This species differs from Chaolta proper in the facial plate 
not having a keel in its centre, in the abdomen being 
shorter and broader and in the 2nd abscissa of the radius being 
shorter than the 3rd. ·!n both species the mesouotum is quite 
flat; in C. lutea the scutellum is not raised above the level of 
Jour. Stralta Brr.nrb 
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the mesonotum; in C. ru.ficeps it is slightly raised ; the parapsi-
dal furrows are absent. C. lutea may belong to Platybracon, 
Szep. 
Lissobracon, gen. nov. 
Head cubital ; temples broad ; occiput and cheeks not 
margined. Apex of clypeus obliquely depr{lssed, rounded . 
Antennre stout. 'l'bree cubital cellules. Radial cellule long, 
extending to the apex of the wing. Transverse median nervure 
received beyond the transverse basal. Second discoidal cel-
lule closed. Anal nervure not interstitial. Hinder wings as 
in Bra con, but with the pobracbial and the transverse pobra-
cbial nervures obsolete. Legs of moderate length. Abdomen 
smooth and shining, without transverse furrows on any of the 
segments. 
There is a clear malar space; scape of antennre short, 
thick, not much longer than broad, not much longer than the 
3rd. Mandibles with a long upper and a shorter and blunter 
subapical tooth. Mesonotum indistinctly lobed ; the furrows 
shallow, not clearly defind. Calcaria short. Antennre stout, 
not narrowed towards the apex. 
This genus has not a semicircular opening" between the 
mouth and the mandibles, it being transverse, not rounded. 
In other respects it agrees fairly well with the Broco1mei:e 
except that the transverse median nervure is not interstitial; 
but it does not fit very well in to any of the tribes. The 
antennre are much stouter than usual. 
Lissobracon foi·ticomis, sp. nov. 
Black, smooth and shining, the bead, thorax, except the 
metanotum and the front legs rufous; antennre stout, black, the 
scape sparsely }:laired, the flagellum bare. <? • 
Length 19 ; terebra 50 mm. 
Rab. Matang. 
Head sparsely haired; the metanotum covered with longish 
black hair; the femora sparsely, the tibire and tarsi thickly cover-
K A, Soc. No.,,, 1006. 
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ed with black hair, as is also the sheath of the ovipositor. The 
apical abscissa of the radius is as long as the basal two united. 
Recurrent nervure almost interstitial; below it is a hyaline spot. 
Abdomen longer than the head and thorax united ; its apex 
bluntly pointed, the bypopygium larger, projecting. 
1'rivliiobracon, gen. nov. 
Hind coxre with a large, curved and a shorter, minuter , 
straighter spine in the middle above. Pobracbial transverse ner-
vure in hind wings joined to the transverse prrebracbial, roundly 
curved towards the apex of the wing but not reaching i.t; pobra-
cbial nervure short, not reaching to the middle of the wing ; 
from near its apex a stouter oblique nervure runs to the prrebra-
cbial, forming a lar6e, closed cellule at the base of the pobra-
chial. Stigma large, the radius issuing- from behind its middle. 
Transverse median nervure recived distinctly beyond the trans-
verse basal ; the recurrent nervure received in from of the 
1st transverse cubital. Occiput and cheeks margined. Malar 
space large. Mesopleurre with a distinct, crenulated fur-
row. Parapsidal furrows deep. Median segment large, clo~ely 
reticulated ; its sides at the middle of tbP. apical slope with a 
small, but distinct, rounded tubercle. Basal segments of the 
abdomen closely longitudinally striated. Cerci long, slender. 
Legs short and stout; the metatarsus not much longer than the 
ind joint; cerci minute. Temples broad. Ovipositor projecting. 
'l'be abdomen is broad, not much longer than the bead and 
thorax; basal segment broad; the other segments are broader 
than long; hypopygium short, vertex not much depressed. 
This genus is allied to Spinaria. It may be identical with 
Acantlwbracon, Szep ; but the description of that author is too 
short to enable me to decide this. So far as the description 
goes Szepligeti's genus differs from m.ine in· the 3rd abscis~a of 
the radius not reaching to the apex of the wing and no mention 
is made of the pobracbial nervure in hind wings being roundly 
curved, directed downwards from the pra:lbrachial towards the 
apex of the wing, not obliquely sloped, stra ight from bottom to 
top as usual. This nervure, in fact, has the appearance of being 
a 2nd cubital nervure and may not be the equiva lent of the 
Jour. Straits Branch 
I 
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transverse ·pobrachial nervure. There is indeed, below the 
ordinary cubitus a longitudinal nervure which may be . the 
pobrachial and the transversenervure(whichsprings from shortly 
beyond its middle) may be the ordinary pobrachial transverse 
nervure. To put the matter in another way, above the anal 
cellule there are 2 large median cellules, the basal closed, the 
apical open-followed by the ordinary posterior cellule, also 
open below. I am not acquainted with any genus of Braconidr,e 
having this peculiar neuration in the hind wings. If my genus 
be really identical with Acanthobracon it seems remarkable that 
its describer has not noticed ·the odd neuration. 
Tri chiobmcon pilos!ts, sp. nov. 
Luteous, the antennre black; the wings to the transverse 
basal nervure yellowish-hyalioe, beyond that smoky-fuscous, the 
stigma and vpir.al nervures black. Legs ()Oloured like the body, 
densely covered with long pale hair. Q. 
Length 10-11 mm: terebra 4 mm. 
Hab. Kuching . 
. -\nte11nre as long as the body, black. Face and clypeus 
distinctly aud closely punctured; the clypeus clearly separated 
from the face, which is raised and separated in the centre; both 
covered with long pale hair, Front and vertex smooth and 
shining, more sparsely haired than the face. Teeth of mandibles 
\,Jack. Pro- and mesothorax smooth and shining; the base of 
prupleurre irregularly reticulated, median segment reticulated 
except on the sides at the apex; the pleurre more strongly 
reticulated than the rest. First abdominal segment slightly 
longer than its width at the apex, closely longitudinally stria-
ted; the :fod and the 3rd segments to near the apex finely, 
closely longitudinally striated, as is also the 4th to the furrow; 
all the furrows striated. · · 
Cendr,beus, gen. nov. 
Three cubital cellules. · Recurrent nervure received in the 
2nd cubital cellule, close to the 1st transverse cubital · nervure; 
H. A , Soc., No. 44, 1906. 
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transver se median shortly beyond the transverse basal ; anal ner-
vure interstitial; pobrachi al nervure in hind wing interstitial ; 
subcostal nervure distinct , curving down at the prrebrachial 
nervure curving upwards again towards the costa. Occiput 
not margined. Temple wide. Mandibles short, broad, bluntly 
rounded at the apex, which is unidentate. Clypeus separated 
from the face.. Middle lobe of mesonotum clearly separated; its 
base raised, its apex bounded by a tranwerse keel, mesopleurre 
with a longitudinal furrow. Abdominal petiole of almost equal 
width throughout, about four times longer than wide, stout; 
2nd segment with 2 furrows which convergeat towards the 
apex. Suturiform articulation obsolete. Legs of moderate size; 
the hinder coxre twice longer than wide; spurs minute. Maxil-
lary palpi Jong, at least 5-jointed. Antennre long, slender. 
Stigma large, the radius originating behind its middle. Me-
dian segment large, rugose. 
Belongs to the E xothecini. 
Cendebeus .filicoi·nis, sp. nov, 
Black, the scape of the antennre pallid yellow; legs testace-
ous: the tibire broadly in the middle, the apices of the 4 hind-
er femora and the greater part of the fore tarsi , black; the 
wings hyaline, the stigma and nervure s black ; the ventral sur-
face of the abdomen, the apices of the segments, narrowly, and 
the sides of the apical segments broadly testaceous ; the base of 
mandibles dark testaceous. <? • 
Length 11 ; terebra 11 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. 
Front and vertex smooth and shining ; the lower part of 
front irregularly transversely striated. Face closely rugosely 
punctured and thickly covered with white, longish pubescence; 
its middle shining above. Palpi white. Mesonotum closely, 
minutely punctured; the sutures irregularly reticulated ; the 
depressed central apical part obscurely reticulated. Median 
segments closely rugosely punctured ; the pro- and mesopleurre 
shining aciculated. Mesopleural furrow smooth. First abdo-
minal segment closely rugosely punctured, more coarsely at the 
Jour , Straits Branch 
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base where the punctures run into reticulations; the 2nd finely 
and closely punctured, the central part bounded by the keels 
more strongly than the sides. Propleurre in the middle thickly 
covered with fulvous, lungish pubescence. 
Habnoba, gen. nov. 
Wings with 3 cubital cellules: the recurrent nervure re-
ceived in the 1st cellule, almost interstitial. Stigma distinct; 
the radius issuing from shortly behind its middle. Transverse 
basal and anal nervures interstitial. Occiput ~nd cheeks mar-
gined. Eyes oval. Matar space large. Anterior tar si more 
than doublP. the lenght of the tibire; the apical half of fore 
femora dilated. Mesonotum trilobate. Mesopleur re with a 
distinct lonigtudinal furrow. Scutellum and metanotum depres-
. sed at the bil3e. Abdominal petiole long and slender ; striated, 
cylindrical; the other segments smooth, without furrows or 
depressions. Radial cellule in hind wings divided by an oblique 
nervure; the pobrachial nervure interstitial; the anal cdlule 
is divided into two by a distinct oblique nervure l'lhortly be-
hind the middle. 
Head cubital, its temples wide ; ma.tar space moderately 
la.rile; ocelli in a triangle; the hinder coxre fully four times 
longer than broad; calcaria short; claws small, simple. The 
2nd abdominal segment is longer than the following 3 segments 
united; there is an indistinct suturiform articulation; the basal 
joint of the hinder tarsi is as long as the other joints united. 
Legs long and slender; the 1st abscissa ·of the cubitus is roundly 
curved and is not much shorter than the 2nd, but longer than 
the 3rd. 
Belongs to the Spathiina:. Allied to Leptospathius Szep.; 
which hat; a devided radial cellule in the hinder wings but not 
a divided anal cellule. Characteristic is the strong mesopleural 
furrow as in the Cryptinre. 
Habnoba petiolata, sp. nov. 
Black : the head and the greater part of the prothorax 
rufous; tlie anterior coxre dark rufous below; the basal joint of 
R. A. Soc., No, u, 1905, 
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the 4 posterior tarsi to near the apex white. Wings hya-Iine, 
slightly infuscated, the nervures and stigma black. <jl • 
Length 13-14 mm; terebra 13 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. 
Antennre longer than the body, slender, filiform, black; the 
scape rufous, the basal joints of the flagellum dark rufous; th e 
3rd joint shorter than the 4th. Face obscurely rugose, the 
centre slightly raised and separated from the sides which are 
sruoother and more shining , clypeus clearly separated, raised, 
broadly rounded behind, Face and clypeus thickly covered 
with fuscou s hair ; the hair on the clypeus long er than that on 
the face. Mandibles rufous, black at the apex; the long palpi 
fuscou s, the apical joints paler. Middle lobe of the mesonotum 
irregularly reticulated; the furrows · irregularly st riated. 
Scutellum 'shining, minutely and elosely punctured; the basal re-
gion depressed and with ' a fine keel in the middle. Po'st-scutel-
lum depressed, keeled laterally . Metanotum smooth ,and de-
pressed at the base, irregularly transversely striated and with 
some irregufar longitudinal keels. The centre and the apex of 
the proplurre strongly irregularty ·st riated; the oblique furr ow 
on the base and the lower longitudinal one stoutly striated ; the 
base of the meta.pleurre sbagreened; lhe rest sto utly reticulat-
ed. Pleurre and sternum thickly covered with silvery pubes-
cence. Petiole ·closely, distinctly transversely striated; · On 
the base of the 2nd segment is a raised area, long er than broad, 
slightly narrowed towards ·and rounded at, the apex ; the rest 
of the seg ment finely, longitudinally st riated. Legs covered 
with a pale pube cence ; the tarsi spinose ; the hinder coxre and 
trochanters minutely punctured; the front legs have the femora 
and tibire piceous in front : Sheaths of ovipositor black, covered 
with a soft microscopic pubesc ence . 
Ecliya, gen. nov. 
Recurrent nervure received shortly beyond the middle of 
the 1st cubital cell, transverse basal nervure shortly beyond the 
transverse median: anal nervure not interstitial. Radial cellule 
in · hind wing bord-ered by a distinct nervure in front; prre-
J our . Straits Bra.nob 
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brachia! nervure not jnterstitial above or below ; ·the pobruchial 
transverse nervure receive,d considerably in front of it; the 
pobracbial continued to the end of the wing; the pobrachial cell 
narrow at the base, much widened ,at the apex. Hind femora 
not much thickened, serrate beneath. Labrum projecting. Man-
dibles curved, with a short subapical tooth. First abdominal 
segment wide at the base, becoming wider towards the apex, as 
long as the 2nd and 3rd segments united. Thorax in 0 
longer than the abdomen; the pro- lar gely developed .. 
The head is cubital; the clypeus clearly separated from the 
face; the front depressed, it:3 sides keeled; metanotum areolat-
ed. Mesopleun e furrowed below. Metatarsus shorter than the 
other joints · united. Ualcaria and claws small. 
Uomes near to Eu seelmus (also from Sarawak) but that 
genus may be known from it by the bind femora being thickened , 
by the recurr ent nervur e being received in the 2nd, not in the 
1st c.ubital cell, and by the shorter thorax. 
. ' 
Eclyia a,inuliroi·m'.<, sp. nov, 
Black, shining, the middle of th ~ antennre broadly, labrum, 
almost-the basal half of the hinder tibire and the hinder tarsi 
whit e; the 4 front legs white, their fomorn with a slight fut.: 
vous tinge, their coxre black, with a brownish tinge; wings 
hyaline, the stigma fuscous , the nervures darker. 0 . 
Length 9 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. 
Face coarsely rugosely punctured, its sides irregularly 
longitudinally striated; clypeus more finely longitudinally 
punctured ; front and vertex smooth, th e frontal depression 
bordeded by a stout, oblique kee l. Pronotu:n stoutly, irregularly 
striated. Middle lobe of mesonotum strong ly punctured and 
thickly covered with white hair, its apex irregularly reticulated; 
it is raised and clearlj sepa.rated; the lateral lobes are sparsely 
punctured. Scutellum punct ured on the basal half; its basal 
depression with a straight central keel, with an oblique one 
on either side. Post-scutellum with a stuut keel down the centre 
and a stou·t transverse 01~e across the middle, . dividing it into 4 
R. A Soc,, No. H, lij0 5, 
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parts. Metanotum areolated irregularly reticulated, the arere 
longer than broad, Mesopleurre smooth, punctured above and 
below. Metapleurre closely rugose. Basal segment of abdomen 
irregularly longitudinally striated. The hinder femora are serrate 
beneath in the middle, the teeth not being well developed. 
Enagathia erythrocepliala, sp. nov. 
Black, the scape of antennre, head, pro- and mesothorax red, 
the fore legs of a less clear red, the middle coxre from near the 
base, trochan~rs and femora, fuscous-black, the rest of the legs 
of a dark red ; wings fuscous-violaceous, paler on the costal 
cell, the nervures and stigma black, (j?. 
Length 8-9 mm ; terebra 1 mm. 
Rab. Kuching. January. 
Scape of antennre covered with white, the flagellum thickly 
with stiff, pubescence. Front and vertex smooth ; a curved 
oblique furrow above each antenna. Face distinctly punctured, 
roundly dilated in the middle; the clypeus less strongly punc-
tured, deeply foveate at the sides. Mandibles rufous, palpi 
rufo-testaceous. Prothorax impunctate ; the mesothorax punc-
tured, but not closely or strongly, the scutellum more strongly 
punctured; scutellar depression deep, with 2 stout keels in the 
centre; scutellum roundly convex, with a bordering keel on its 
apex below; post-scutellum bordered by a stout keels and with 
a stout one in the centre. In the centre of the metanotum, at 
the base, is an area, fully tvdce longer than wide, transverse at 
the apex, gradually narrowed towards th6 base, with the keels 
curved; outside this i~ another area of nearly equal width; on 
the sides are some irregular strioo, especially at the apex, The 
apical slope is bordered above by a keel and has a few stout 
longitudinal keels. The long spur of the middle leg is nearly 
as long as the basal joint of the tarsi. Abdomen smooth and 
shining. 
Apart from the difference in colouration, etc., this species 
may be known from IE. c1·eophora by the long spur of the mid-
dle tibim, In the latter species it is short as usual, 
Jour, Strait. Bra.ncb 
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Enagathis creophora, sp. nov. 
Black, the head, the fore legs, pro- and rnesothorax red ; 
the wings dark fuscous, the stigma and nervures black ; • the 
metapleurre thickly covered with white pubescence. " . 
Length 10, terebra 1 mm. 
llab. Kuching. 
Scape of antennre obscure reddish below. Head smooth 
and shining, the face and clypeus thickly covered with fuscous 
pubescence. Middle lobe of mesonotum distinctly raised, but 
not separated by furrows from the lateral. Scutellum with a 
distinct, raised margin, which is highest at the apex; the keels 
al'e burdered, on the inner side by a furrow, which, at the apex, 
has a few indistinct keels. Post-scutellum opaque, strongly 
aciculated, flat, transverse at the base, roundly narrowed to-
wards the apex. On the base of the ·metanotum is a curved 
obliquely depressed rounded area, with its middle triangularly 
bent inwardly; next to this are 7 areai, all longer than wide, 
the central of equal width and twice longer than wide; the 
outer still longer, the apical slope is oblique, surrounded by a 
stout keel; in its centre is an area wbich becomes slightly 
narrowed towards the apex; at tbe sides is an area of equal 
width throughout; on either side of tbe central area is a keel 
which only extends to the middle. Pro- and mesopleurre 
smooth; on the centre of the meso- on the lower half is an 
oblique row of long, stout keels; the apical furrow is crenulat-
ed ; on the base of the metapleurre are 3 stout keels. 'farsi 
thickly covered with short stiff hair. 'l'he 1st transverse 
cubital nervure is straight and sharply oblique ; the 2nd is 
much shorter, not oblique, roundly curved; the recurrent 
nervure is bullated near the top. 
This may be E. pilosus Szep. ; but the 25 words of that 
author's description, dealing mainly with the colour, are not 
sufficient for identification. In my species the 4 front claws 
are bifid; the hinder subbifid, the basal claw being short. 
There is no branch on the 2nd transverse cubital nervure, but 
it is thickened in the middle. 
R, A. 8oc., No. 44, 1005. 
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Agatliis •malayana, sp. nov. 
l 
\ 
Luteous, the anteni;ire and the binder tibire and tarsi black ; 
the.3rd and .following segments of the abdomen blackish ; the 
apex of the wing from the tran sverse basal nervure fuscous, 
the base above to the transverse basal and below to near the 
commencement of the anal nervure, byaline, the apex of e·, 
bind wings broadly fuscous. Q • 
Length 7 -8 mm. 
Hab. Singapore. \ 
A small curved depression • at the outerside of the hind 
ocelli. Head, pro- and mesonothm smooth and shining; the 
middle lobe of mesonotum with 2 wide, shallow furrows near 
the middle a shallow, wider one on the lateral lobe. Scut ellum 
distinctly , but not very strongly, punctur ed; its sides and apex 
margined, th e apex more strongly keeled. Post-scutellum 
depr essed, stoutly margined. Base of metano tum with a wide 
area in the middle at the base; it s bounding keel roundly 
curved and curved towards the apex in the middle ; behind this 
are 6 arere, in 2 rows of which the outer apical are the larger ; 
these are bordered by a keel which is angled outwardly in the 
middle; and the sides, outside the spiracles, are bordered by a 
stout keel. Pro- and mesopleurre almost impunctate, there is a 
narrow straight oblique keel above the middle of the latter; its 
curved apical 1<eel is wide, bears some stout keels and com-
mences shortly below the middle ; the apical depression bears 
stout keels, as does also that on the base bf the metapleurre. 
Areolet triangular, the nervure s uniting at 'the top, they ·are 
straight and oblique, except the 2nd which is narrowed and 
not so oblique below ; there is no branch on the 2nd cubital 
nervure; the recurrent nervure is distinctly interrupted above. 
Disophrys omatipennis, sp. nov. 
Black, the head, except the front, the vertex and occiput 
broadly in the . middle, pron otum, upper .half 9f prop_leur::e, the 
centre of the mesonotum between the suture s and scutellum ; 
the ~cutellum and adjoining region, metanotum, except a broad 
Jou~. Stra!ts B~ar•ch , 
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curved band on the top of the apical slope, the upper part of the 
mesopleurre and the metapleuri.e, except in the middle, reddish-
yellow. Four front legs luteous, the hinder black, tl1e coxre, 
trochanters, femora and tibii.e luteou s, below. Ventral surface 
of abdomen for the most part testaceous ; the base above tes-
taceous, stoutly tuberculate laterally. Fore wings to the base 
of the cubitus, the 1st cubital cellule broadly above yellowish-
hyaline the rest blackish-fuscous; with a curved hyaline cloud 
in front of the recurrent nervure; the basal half of the hind 
wings yellowish-hyaline, the rest fuscous, the apical cloud pro-
longed obliquely backwards below; the stigma black, yellow at 
the base. Antenni.e black, brownish towards the apex. 0 . 
Length 12-13 mm. 
Hab. Matang. August. 
Face minutely punctured, the centre from near the top 
bordered by furrows, which end in fovei.e above the clypeus 
which is minutely punctured. Labrum large, broadly rounded. 
Front depressed in the middle, the depression bordered by 
furrows, which are roundly curved above, converging below ; 
the lateral keels reach to the ocelli. Parapsidal furrows wide, 
bearing stout keels, forming deep fovere ; at the apex thq 
converge, but do not unite. Apex of scutellum with a trans-
verse stout keel. Metanotum depressed at the base, the sides 
more deeply than the centre ; at the apex of the depression is 
an area, longer than wide, which becomes gradually wider to the 
apex, which is transverse and bears a stout transverse keel ; 
following this is a depressiou about 3 times wider than long, 
rounded, but not much narrowed, at the apex and bordered by 
larger, longer depressions , wide at the base, becoming narrowed 
gradually to a point at the apex and touching the curved keel 
surrounding the apex ; outside it are 2 larger wider depression, 
the outer bejng the larger. Pleural and sternal depressions 
wide and bearing stout keels all over. 
Disophrys niger, sp. nov. 
Black; the palpi and anterior tarsi pale testaceous, the 
wings black to the areolet, the rest milk-white, the apex of 
stigma and apical nervures pale yellow. c. 
R . A, Soc., No. 4i, 1905, 
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Length 8 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. March. 
Smooth and shining, the median segment irregularly areo-
lated. The furrow in the centre of the edge of the mesonotum 
crenulated; scutellar depression larg e and deep, with 3 stout 
keels, tbe central slightly higher than the lateral. Rcutellum 
flat, narrowed obliquely towards the apex, which is keeled; 
post-scutellum hollowed, the sides stoutly keeled, slightly 
obliquely narrowed towards the apex , the centre being trans-
verse . The central basal area of the metanotum is lrlrge, about 
twice longer than wide, and rounded at the apex. On the base 
of the mesopleurre in the middle are 5 stout, irr eg ular keel~, the 
space between them being depressed ; below them, and placed 
obliquely, are 3 large fovere, the apical being the larger. 
Metapleurre with 3 stout curved keels, which have some oblique 
keels at the base, and on the upper and lower parts, these form-
ing irregular arere ; the apex is bounded by a stout keel. 
Abdomen smooth and shining ; the basal 2 segments distinctly 
margined lat erally, the 2nd with a transverse curved furrow in 
the middle. 
The lateral keels ou the front are large and raised below, 
becoming narrowed above and do not reach to the ocelli ; in the 
centre of the front are 2 stout keels which converge above, and 
are dilated at the base of the autennre. Areolet longer than 
broad; its basal nervure with a distin ctly oblique slope. Scape 
of antennre about 3 times longer than wide. There is no ap-
pearance of a st ump on the 2nd transverse cubital nervure. 
Disophrys jumipennis, sp. nov. 
Luteous, smooth and shining, the flagellum of antennre and 
the hind tibire and tarsi, black; wings fuscous, highly iridescent, 
the base from the transverse median nervure and an oblique 
cloud, exten ding from the base of the stigma to the anal 
nervure, hyaline ; the stigma and nervures black. 2 . 
Length 7 -8; terebra 1 mm. 
Rab. Kuching. October. 
Jour. Stra.ih Branch 
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Face and clypeus sparsely punctured and covered with 
white pubescence, the front and vertex smooth and shining; the 
centre of the face above is roundly incised, the incision longer 
than wide and with its sides projecting above. The raised cen-
tral lobe of the mesonotum is widely furrowed on the basal half. 
Scutellar depression large, deep and with a stout keel in the 
middle. Scutellum with the sides and apex keeled, the latter more 
strongly than the former. Post-scutellum as wide as the scutel-
lum, depressed at the base, roundly raised , its sides keeled. Hase 
of metanotum with a large, somewhat semicircular area; behind 
this are 5 arere; the central with stouter keels and slightly nar-
rowed towards the apex, the outer obliquely narrowed towards 
the apex, almost triangular; the apex has an oblique slope and 
is bounded by keels on tbe top and sides, there being none in the 
centre. Pleurre almost impunctate; the oblique furrow on the 
lower apical part of the mesopleurre is shallow; and has a few 
obscure keels; on the lower side of the metapleurre in the middle 
is a large projecting plate, dilated at the base, rounded at the 
apex and hollowed in the centre above. Areolet rounded and 
narrowed above ; the 2nd transverse cubit.al nervure has a short, 
stout brnnch above the middle; the recui-rent nervure is inter-
rupted at the top and above the middle leaving a small isolated 
piece. 
Micrnclus natangensis, sp. nov. 
Rufous-luteous, the flagellum of antennre blackish; wings 
yellowish-hyaline, the nervure s and stigma luteou s, the latter 
black at the base, where there is a small equare fuscous cloud, 
extending shortly beyond the cubitus; the basal three abdominal 
segments closely longitudinally striated, the 2nd with a trans-
verse, slightly curved, furrow shortly beyond the middle. o. 
Length 1a mm. 
Hab. Matang 
Head, pro- and mesothorax smooth and shining ; parapsidal 
furrows smooth. Base of metanotum depressed; in the centre are 
two keels, which are close together on the bas11.l third, then 
expand obliquely outwardly, then running straight to the apex. 
Abdominal petiole smooth and obliquely depressed at the apex, 
the middle is depressed . 
R. A, Soc. , No; «, 1go5_ 
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I OHNEUMONIDE. 
T~YPHONIDES, 
Bentyra, gen. nov. 
Median segment deeply depressed at the base; there is one 
transverse keel, behind which the segment is closely transverse-
ly striated; the spiracles small, oval. Areolet absent; the 
transverse basal nervure interstitial ; disco-cubital nervure brok-
en by a stump . Parapsidal furrows deep ; a wide, deep depres-
sion at the base of the scutellum. .A deep, oblique furrow on 
the basal half of the mesosternum. . Eye& large, temples and 
malar space small. Clypeus roundly convex, not separated from 
the face; its apex minutely bituberculate. Mandibles stoutly 
bidentate, the teeth of equal size. Petiole stout, becoming 
gradually wider towards the apex; the spirac les are placed 
shortly beyond the middle. The middle segments are depressed 
at the base; the last is longer than the preceding; the ovipositor 
projects. 
Radial cell wide in the middle, compared with its length ; 
the basal and apical abscissa straight, sharply oblique ; occiput 
margined, a deep furrow between the keel and the ocelli ; the 
head is large and is distinctly wider than the thorax ; there 
are 2 spurs on the 4 hind legs ; on the front tibire tbe spurs 
tliere is one, cleft from near the base, the one tooth being 
broad, stout, the other more slender; claws small, simple; the 
long spur of the hind tibire does not quite reach the middle of 
the metatarsusi; in the hind wings the transverse median nervure 
is broken distinctly below the middle. Middle lobe of mesonotum 
widely separated from the scutellum furrowed down the middle. 
Antennre long and filiform, the basal joints of flagellum greatly 
lengthened. 
B_elongs to the Tryphonidce, a group which appears to be 
rare in the tropics. 
Bentyra stl'iata, sp. nov. 
Black, abdomen rufous, the face, except for a brown line in 
,he centre , the inner eye orbits somewhat broadly, the line ex-
Jour. Stra.it• Bra.ncb 
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tending on to the hinder edge of the eyes, a broad line on the 
pronotum, one on the basal half of the middle lobe of the meso-
notum, 2 shorter ones on its apex on the lateral lobes, scutellum s, 
the apex of the median segments, the mark roundly dilate d back-
wards in the middle, the lower edge of the propleur re, an irr eg-
ular mark under the hind wings and a large mark an the lower 
apical half of the metapleurre, bright yellow. Legs rufous, the 
ant erior paler ; the 4 front coxre and trochanters yellow ; the 
hinder coxre black, with a large yellow mark on the apex above i 
the apex of the hinder tibioo black ; the hinder tarsi infuscated. 
·wing s hyaline, a small fuscous cloud near the centre of the 
radius and cubitus, the stigma and nervures black. <? • 
Length 7 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. 
Antennre slender, longer than the body, fuscous; the scape 
obscure yellow beneath. Face and clypeus closely, transversely 
punctured; the front and vertex closely obliquely striated; the 
front with 2 stouter longitudinal keels down the centre. Meso-
and metanotum closely, finely transversely striated. Upper part 
of propleurre closely obliqu0ly striated, the lower smooth, the 
upper part of meso- closely longitudinally striated, the lower 
closely rugose; upper half of meta- coarsely obliquely striated, 
the lower distinctly punctured. 
PIMPLINA. 
Epirhyssa ,piloptel'fl,, sp. nov. 
Black, the face, clypeus, inner orbits to the top, the outer 
more broadly (but narrowly above) from near the top, malar 
space, the upper side, apex, lower side, except in the middle of 
the prothorax, scutellum , except at the apex, post-scutellum, 
the median segment except at the base, apex and lower 
side of pleurre, the meso-, except at the base, below the tuber-
cles and a large curved mark, with a narrow oblique pedicle 
below the latter, mesosternum, a longish mark, becoming 
gradually wider towards the apex, which is transverse on the 
1st, a somewhat similar mark on the 2nd, but with its apex trans-
verse, not rounded and with the sides at the apex projecting ; a 
B, A, Soc., No , 44,!1905, 
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band near the apex of the 2nd and following segments, 
the lines dilnted and turned backwards below along- the ~ides, 
yellow. Legs yellowish , the fore femora above, the middle at 
the base below and more broadly above, the hinder, except at 
the apex, the base of the hind tibire, and the 4 hind tarsi, black. 
Wings hyaline, the apex from the transverse cubital to shortly 
beyond the apex of the cubitus fuscous-violaceous ; the stigma 
testaceous , the nervures black. Q . 
Length 18 mm.; terebra 33 mm. 
Kuching. October. 
Apex of clypeus roundly incised. Scutellum transv ersely 
punctured; its black apex longitudinally, coarsely striated. 
Median segment close ly punctured ; the metanotum with a 
smooth furrow down its centre. Propleur:B almost smooth, the 
meso- closely punctured. Abdomen smooth ; the black on the 
middle segments has a brownish tinge. 
Epir1iyssa maculiceps, sp. nov. 
Black, the face, except for an irregular bell-shaped mark 
in the centre, a mark on the front, longer than wide, clypeus, 
labrum, inner orbits to the hind ocelli, the outer from near the 
top, malar space, pronotum, ~ curved marks, narrowed at the 
apex, on the middle lobe of the mesonotum at the base, a broad 
line on the inner side of the lateral lobes, one along their outer 
edge, scutellum, except at the apex, its keels, the depressions 
at the sides of the post-scutellum , the lower edge of the 
propleura:i, mesopleurai, except in the middle at the apex, median 
segment, except for a larg e conical mark on the apical two-
thirds of the metanotum and the apices of the abdominal seg -
ments, broadly yellow. Legs ye llow , the tibiai and femora. 
suffused with fulvous; the imwr and lower side of the hind 
coxre black; the hind tibire in front, except in the middle, their 
ap"x all round and the hinder tarsi blackish. Wings hyalin e, 
clouded at the apex from the transverse cubital nervure; stigma 
fuscou~, the nervures blackish. Q • 
Length 12; terebra 13 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. March. 
Jour. Stra.ito Brn,m·h 
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Antennre fuscous-black. Face and clypeus closely punc-
tured, the centre of the face obscurely striated ; the front and 
vertex smooth. Scutellum rugosely punctured , its apex trans-
versely striated. Median segment sparsely covered and the 
abdomen thickly covered with white hair; the middle segments 
closely punctured. · Tarsi spinose. 
Xanthopimpla Kuchingensis, sp. nov. 
Luteous, the vertex and the lower part of the front 
broadly in the centre, the ()Cciput between the eyes, a large 
mark on the mesonotum in front of the teg ulre, squarely dila-
ted in the centre at the base, with the sides rounded, a mark on 
the scutellar depression, the 2 basal lateral are re, the areola nar-
rowly at the base, a large mark, slightly, but distinctly broader 
than long, on the 1st abdominal seg.ment, a large , transv erse 
mark, slightly incised in the middle of the apex, ou the 2nd 
and 3rd, 2 large marks , obliquel y narrowed, on the in11erside, 2 
widely separated marks on the 4th and 5th (that on the 5th Jess 
distinct), black. Antennre black, the scape obscure yellow , 
the flagellum brownish below. Areola large, it s basal part ob-
liquely narrowed, the slightly shorter apical slightly narrowed , 
the apex transverse ; the 2 . basal arere are slightly wider ; 
the 2nd a little widened towards the outersid e. Areolet 4-
angled, shortly appendiculated ; the recurrent nervure is 
received between the middle and apex. ~. 
Rab. Kuching. August. 
Xanthopimpla clal'ipennis, sp. nov. 
Luteous, the ocellar region, a broad band , roundly curved 
in front, more transverse behind, near the base of mesonotum, 
a broad band across the base of the metanotum , a large mark , 
roundly dilated at the apex, roundly contracted at the base , on 
the centre of the 1st segment an irregular spot, wider than 
long and narrowed on the outerside on the 2nd, a large, oblique 
mark, rounded laterally, widely contracted in the centre at the 
base and more narrowly at the apex, on the 3rd, a small mark 
(but wider and more regular than the small mark on the 2nd) 
on the sides of the 4th, a large, regular transverse fully twice 
:a A, Soc . No, 44, 1905. 
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wider than long one on the 5th, a small mark (the smallest of 
the series) on the sides of the 6th, 2 large marks, narrower, but 
thicker and narrowed roundly on the innerside, on the 7th, and 
2 marks, transverse on the outersida, narrowed roundly on the 
inner, on the 8th, black. Legs of a paler yellow than the body, 
a large black line on the under side of the 4 hinder femora, the 
base behind of the 4 hinder tibire and the 4 hinder tarsi, 
black . Wings clear hyaline, the nervures and stigma black ; 
the areolet oblique, triangular, shortly appendiculated. 'l'he 
areola is large, longer than wide by about one-fourth ; its apex 
transverse, slightly, but distinctly, narrowed from shortly be-
yond the middle to the base; the basal lateral area is large, 
dilated at the base, the 2nd is wider than long, with straight 
sides, and of equal width throughout. Antenme black. The 
recurrent nervure is almost united to the 2nd transverse cubital 
Length 8-9 ; terebra 2 mm. 
Rab. Kuching, April. 
Echthromorpha robusta, sp. nov. 
Black·, head, except the occiput broadly, the centre of the 
vertex and front, scutellums, 2 short marks on the base of the 
mesonotum, a large, curved mark on the sides of the metano-
tum, reaching to near the base, extending on to the pleura,, in 
front of and behind the spiracl es, tubercles, a large, irregularly 
semicircular mark on the basal half of the mesopleurre, a small 
oblique one on the apex below, the apices of the abdominal 
segments-the basal band broader than the others, which are 
narrowed in the middle ,-lemon-yellow. Legs similarly colour-
ed, the hind cox.re broadly below, an oblique broad line, expand-
ed at the apex, above, a long broad line on the innerside of the 
hind femora and a narrower one on the outer, the base of the 
tibia, and the hind tarsi, black. Wings hyaline; the nervures 
and stigma black; the apical cloud dark violaceous. (j?. 
Length 17 mm. ; terebra 5 mm. 
Hab. Matang. 
Mesonotum distinctly, but not strongly or closely, punctur-
ed; the 2nd and following segments of abdomen closely and 
.rour. Stra.its Jlra.ncb 
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distinctly punctured, the basal smooth and shining; pedicle of 
areolet more than half the length of the 2nd transverse cubital 
nervure. 
This is a more robu st species than E. maculipes; its thorax 
is much less strongly marked with yellow, the 2 yellows lines 
on the mesonotum only being present at the base, the basal 
mark on the mesopleune is smaller and not reaching to the 
lower edge, the sternum is black, and the pedicle of the areolet 
is longer. 
Ecl1throm01pha maculipes, sp. nov. 
Black, the face, clypeus, orbits, the yellow below the ocelli 
expanding inwardly, this contracting the black mark in the 
centre of the front; the lower outer orbits entirely, malar space, 2 
lines on the mesonotum, expanded outwardly at the base, scutel-
lums, the keels running from them, the metanotum except for a 
large black mark in the centre, its basal half broader than apical 
and becoming gradually, rounded narrowed to the apex; the 
apical half becoming slightly gradually wider to the apex; on 
the sides a broad line run s to the spiracles; propleur re black, 
yellow at the base; mesopleurre yellow, its base, a band under 
the tubercles, the top, a larg e band on the apex, irregularly, 
slightly incised at the base and apex, where it joins the black 
on the mesosternum, thus having a large mark, narrowed and 
rounded at the apex, on either side and reaching shortly beyond 
the middle. Metapleur re yellow, it!> base black to near the 
bottom. All the abdominal segments lined with yellow; the 1st 
broader and the last narrower than the others; the others slightly 
narrowed in the middle. Wings hya line, with a slight fulvous 
tint; the nervures and stigma black; the usual apical cloud has 
a violaceous tinge. Leg s yellow; the bind coxre broadly, 
irregularly black below and laterally; abov e, and joined to 
the lower black mark, is a black mark, which becomes gra-
dually wider towards the apex and extending from there to the 
base; there is a large broad black band on the upper innerside, 
a narrower one on the outer, the two almost uniting at the 
apex, a large band in the centre below and the base of the 
hinder tibiai, black ; the hind tarsi black, fuscous at the base. 
Scape yellow below. 
R. A, Soc,, No. 44, 1906. 
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Mesonotum distinctly punctur ed, the punctures clearly 
defined and separated; the 2nd and following abdominal seg-
ments closely and distinctly punctured. 
Length nearly 15; terebra nearly 5 mm. 
Rab. Kuching. June. 
0PHIONINA. 
Ple uroneurophion malayaintS, sp. nov. 
Dark Iuteous, the apical half of the abdomen dark er colour-
ed, the face, clypeus and orbits pallid yellow ; the mesosternum 
blackish ; wings byaline, the nervures and stigma blackish. 2 . 
Length 20 mm. 
Rab. Borneo. 
Head smooth, shining and almost bare. Mesonotum darker 
coloured than the scutellum, closely, minutely punctured. Sides 
of scutellum keeled, the keels beroming indistinct towards the 
apex which is broadly rounded ; the base obscurely punctured , 
the rest not very strongly or regularly longitudinally striated. 
Post-scutellum broader than long, projecting, rounded from the 
base to the apex. Base of metanotum smooth, the basal depres-
sion stoutly, but not closely 11triated; the rest closely, stoutly, 
irregularly transversely striated and reticulated, the sides with 
a bordering keel. Pro- and mesopleur.P-closely, minutely punc-
tured and covered with a fine down ; the upper part of the 
meta- stoutly, obliquely irregularly sriated. The basal abscissa 
of the cubito-disco-nervure is slightly curved upwards at the 
base, slightly, but more distinctly, downwards at the apex before 
the angle which is distinct but does not bare a stump of a ner-
vure. Uubitus in bind wings roundly curved. The part of the 
cubito-disco nervure before the angle is distinctly shorter than 
that between it and the recurrent nervure. 
This species differs from P. grandis in the disco-cubital 
nervure not being angled before the middle, but otherwise it 
agrees with the main features of the genus, e. g. i11 the trans-
verse median nervure being received behind the transverse basal, 
in the radius being thickened at the base and in the trans-
Jour , Straits Branch 
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verse median nervure in hind wings being broken below the 
middle. In both species the recurrent nervure is received 
directly opposite to the base of the basal abscissa of the radius. 
Pleurone·ut"Ophion granditJ, sp. nov. 
Luteous, the head paler, apex of abdomen darker, pro- and 
mesothorax closely punctured; scutellum, except at the base, 
irregularly transversely striated, its keels curved inwardly at 
the apex, which is transverse, the basal depression with a stout 
keel in the centre; the post-scutellum is separated from it 
by a deep furrow, its side being oblique; the post-scutellum has 
an oblique slope towards the apex and is bordelled by st raight 
keels. Basal depression of metanotum large, deep ; there is 
a central keel and the apex is stoutly irregularly, striated; 
the part behind the keel is closely, minutely punctured ; the rest 
irregularly, strongly transver sly reticulated; metapleural keel 
stout, roundly curved at the apex. Disco-cubital nervure 
roundly, broadly, not acutely angled before the middle; there 
is no trace of a stump of a nervure. The basal 2 segments of 
the abdomen are as long as the bead and the thorax united. 
The cubitus in the bind wing is straight, not curved at the base 
and apex; the apical abscissa is the longer and is not sloped like 
the basal. The part of the disco-cubital nervure behind the 
angle is slightly longer than that between it and the recurrent 
nervure. 
This is one of the largei;t species. Himalayas. 
Eniscospilu.s nigropectus, sp. nov. 
Luteous, the middle of the abdomen paler, the mesonotum, 
mesopleurre, mesosternum and the apical 3 segements of the 
abdomen black; wings hyaline, the nervure s and stigma black ; 
there is only one horny point; it is longer than broad, conical, 
transverse at the apex, rounded and narrowed behind. 9 . 
Length 1 7 mm. 
llab. K uching. 
Head smooth and shining, the ocellar region black. Behind 
and above the curved keel on the mesoplurre are stout keels, 
R A. :Soc,, No, 4i, 1W5. 
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which become gradually longer below, the lower ones reaching 
beyopd the middle of the mesopleurre. Scutellum stoutly 
keeled laterally its apex with 3 or 4 irregular, curved keels. 
Post-scutellum keeled. Metanotum behind the tranverse keel 
smooth, stoutly irregularly , mostly longitudinally striated, the 
strire in places forming almost reticulations , especially at the 
sides ; metapleurre above irregularly reticulated. Transverse 
median nervure interstitial; disco-cubital nervure roundly curv-
ed; first discoidal cellule distinctly shorter than the second, 
the recurrent nervure being received about 4 times its length 
behind the transverse cubital, its base not half the length of 
the apex. 
Ti·ichonotus, gen. nov. 
Hind wings with the cubital nervure unbroken ; disco-cubi-
tal nervure not interstitial with the discoidal ; 3rd discoidal 
cellule not narrowed at the base; 2nd nearly twice as wide at 
apex as at base. Labrum hidden. Chypeus projecting, nar-
rowed and rounded at the apex. Thorax thickly covered with 
long pubscence, the mesonotum reticulated, scutellum distinctly 
keeled laterally. Median segment produced at apex, depres-
sed at base; petiole dilated above at apex. Claws minute, sim-
ple. Hind tibire longer than tarsi. Recurrent nervure received 
beyond transverse cubital, the transverse median shortly beyond 
transverse basal. Basal joint of hinder tarsi not thickened, 
slightly longer than the other joints united. 
Comes close to Atroinetits Foer. The characteristic features 
are the unbroken transverse median nervure in hind wings, the 
large, flat, keeled scutellum, the petiole dilated above and the 
longish hinder tibire compared with the tarsi. 
Trichonotus 1·eticulatus, sp. nov. 
Black, the head and thorax densely covered with grey 
pubescence; the face, inner orbits, the lower outer, scape of 
antennre and tegulre, lemon-yellow; the sides and lower part 
of petiole yellow ; the upper part behind the dilated apex dark 
rufous, the top of the 3rd pale yellow, the apices of the others 
Jour, Stra.lts Bra.nch 
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testaceous. Four front legs, hinder coxre; apical joint · of 
trochanters and the basal three-fourths of hinder tibire, yellow; 
the rest of hind legs black, with the femora rufous beneath. 
Wings hyaline, stigma dark testaceous. Q • 
Centre of face irregularly, longitudinally striated, base of 
clypeus irregularly punctured. Mesonotum st rong ly reticu-
lated. Sculpture of scutellum hid by the den~e hair. Meta-
notum irregularly reticulated, the pubescence dense, long and 
pale go lden. Pro- and mesopleurre stoutly, longitudinally striat -
ed ; the meta.- reticulated. 
XORIDES. 
Canostoina, gen. nov. 
Wings without an areolet, the recurrent nervure received 
shortly before the cubital ; the transverse median behind the 
transverse basal. Cubita.l nervure in hind wings broken below 
the middle. Clypeus depressed, its apex broadly rounded. 
Labrum large, as long as the clypeus, broadly rounded at the 
apex and slightly narrowed above. Mandibles edentate, becom-
ing narrowed towards the apex, which is bluntly rounded. 
Apex of face obliquely raised, with a fovea on either side of the 
middle. Thorax about 4 times longer than wide; the middle 
lobe of mesonotum clearly separated; scutellum flat, deeply 
bifoveate at the base; post-scutellum bifoveate. Median seg-
ment longer than broad, reticulated, its apex trausverse and 
with a large tubercle on either side of the apex. First segment 
of abdomen fully 4 times longer·than wide, as long as the 2nd 
and_ 3rd segments united ; narrowed at the base, the spiracles 
placed shortly behind its middle; a curved depression before its 
middle ; triangular depression-sharply printed at the base-on 
the 2nd and a shorter, rounded one on the 3rd segment. There 
are 8 abdominal segments. Four front legs slender, of moder-
ate length ; the middle coxre longer than usual and longer 
than the anterior ; the hinder legs much stouter and longer ; 
the coxre about 4 or 5 times longer than wide; the trochanters 
half their length ; femora stout, the tibire as long as the trochan-
ters and femora united ; the metatarsus as long as the other 
R. A Soc., No. U, 1906. 
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joints united; claws small. Antennre filiform, bare, longer 
than the body, the 3rd and 4th joints equal in length; the 
scape globular, not much longer than broad. Disco-cubitus 
not broken by a nervure. 
I only know the O of this genus of Xo1·ides. The front 
tibire are not inflated as in many of the genera of the group. Its 
affinities are clearly with Spiloxorides; but that genus has the 
median segment areolated, not reticulated, much shorter and 
not tuberculate laterally at the apex, its hinder coxre much 
shorter and the basal joint of the hinder tarsi is shorter than 
the other joint s united, being not much longer than the 2nd and 
3rd united. 
Ccenostoma filicon1is, sp. nov. 
Black, labrum, clypeus, orbits broadly, the edge of tbeprono-
tum, scutellum, the 4 front legs, the basal two- thirds of the 
hinder tibire and tt e binder tar si, yellow ; the hinder coxre and 
femora rufo-testaceous; the extreme base of the hinder coxre, 
their apical third, trocbanters, base of tibire narrowly and their 
apical fourth, ulack ; the apices of all the abdominal segments 
banded with yellow; wings hyaline, the nervures and stigma 
black, the base of latter white. 0 . 
Length 13-14 mm. 
Hab. K uching. 
~~ace closely punctured, obscurely, closely transversely 
striated above; front and vertex smooth and shining. Middle 
lobe of mesonotum raised, transversely striated ; the apex at 
the scutellum with 3 longitudinal strire. Scutellum smooth ; its 
basal fovere large wider than long; post-scutellum with 2 
longer than wide fovere. The reticulations irregular, much 
longer than wide. Propleurre smooth, the meso- shagreened 
and thickly haired, the meta- 'closely reticulated. Base of 
petiole smooth ; in the centre are 2 narrow keels with a keel 
on either side, the rest closely, irregulary reticulated; the 2nd 
segment is punctured at the base, with the furrows and depres-
sions closely striated; there is a curved furrow. On the apex 
J our. Strait• Bra.nch 
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of the 1st segment, behind extending to the sides and having 
the yellow apical band prolonged along its sides; the apex of 
the segment is roundly dilated in the middle; the 2nd and 3rd 
are raised in the centre, depressed behind the raised part. 
Spiloxoi·ides erytlirocephalus, sp. nov. 
Black; the head dark red, the vertex marked with black ; 
the last abdominal segment white above; the 4 front legs red ; 
the middle pair darker; the basal joints of antennre dark red ; 
wings hyaline, a broad band along the transverse basal and 
transverse median nervures and a shorter one along the trans-
verse cubital, extending into the radial cellule and along the 
innerside of the recurrent nervure ; the nervures and stigma 
black. 0 . . 
Length 10 mm. 
Bab. Kuching. October. 
Antennre longer than the body, densely covered with 
longish, stiff, outstanding hair. Face covered with stout, cur-
ved, transverse strire, the apex with a transverse furrow, clypeus 
and labrum almost smooth. Mandibles rufou~, black at the apex. 
Vertex smooth, the front closely, transversely striated, the 
strire on the sides oblique. Middle lobe of mesonotum raised, 
clearly separated, its base with a stout transverse keel, which 
projects at the sides; its apex stoutly, irregularly reticulated; 
the furrows-parapsidal and lateral-crenulated. Basal depres-
sion of scutellum deeply bifoveate. Scutellum smooth, its sides 
keeled at the apex. Post- scutellum keeled laterally. The base 
and apex of the metanotum distinctly, transversely striated ; 
the strire distinctly separated; it is areolated; there is a central 
area, which, at the base, is narrow and of equal width, then 
becomes wider, with the sides bulging roundly outwardly; the 
posterior part is closely transversely striated. Pro- and meso-
pleurre smooth; the meta- coarsely, irregularly reticulated. 
First segment of abdomen rugosely punctured ; the 2nd is more 
finely rugose, the others smooth; the basal segments are fringed 
with white hair and their depressions are striated; the other 
depressions smooth. 
R, A. Soc., No. U, 1905. 
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Cyancoxoridea mfomaculatus, sp. nov. 
Blackish-blue , the thorax, except the mesonotum, scutel-
lums and the central area of the metanotum, rufou s ; the head 
deep black, the face, the edge of the inner eye orbits to the 
ocelli, the line roundly narrowed above and below and the lower 
half of the outer orbits broadly pale yellow ; the base of the 1st 
abdominal segment, a longish mark, its basal third becoming 
gradually wider, then becoming nar_rowed again to the apex, 
which is, like the base, rounded; there is a similarly shaped 
white mark, but much shorter and broader, on the apex of the 
2nd segment, the apices of the other segments are narrowly 
banded with a clearer white colour. The 4 front legs and the 
hinder coxre are coloured like the thorax ; the middle tibire are · 
paler in front and fuscous behind ; the basal and apical joints of 
the middie tarsi black, the middle white ; the hind trochanters, 
femora, tibi re and apical joint of tarsi, black, with a blue tint; a 
line near the base of the tibire and the tarsi, white. Wings 
clear hyaline, the nervures and stigma black ; the latter with a 
white band at its base. S? • 
Length 18 mm.; terebra 16 mm. 
Kuching, June, 
Face closely punctured, its apex ·curved roundly and ob-
liquely depressed, reddish, as is also its centre and the clypeus. 
Front and vertex smooth, shining ; and with purple tints. 
Mandibles black, rufous at the base. Mesonotum closely, 
minutely punctured; its central part in the middle closely reti-
culated; the middle at the apex with some stout, curved longi-
tudinal keels. Apical slope of scutellum irregularly striated. 
Post-scutellum stoutly keeled laterally and there is also a 
central keel. Metanotum strongly, irregularly striRted; the 
black central area is stoutly, irregularly reticulated. Pro- meso-
and the lower half of metapleurre smooth ; the upper hal of 
metapleurre irregularly punctured at the base, the apical hfalf 
irregularly obliquely striated; this part is bordered below by a 
distinct and above by a less distinct, longitudinal keel ; on the 
apical slope are 6 arere in 2 rows, the basal arere being the 
larger. Basal 3 segments of abdomen closely, minutely punc-
Jour, Stra.its Bra.ub 
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tur~d; the depr es ions and furrows closely, striated; · th ~ ~r ( . 
segment, bet ween the keel s, more strongly - and irregularly . 
transv ersely str iated. l -
This species may form the type of a new genus, when mor e 
species of this g roup are availabl e for st udy. The areola is not 
contracted, but is of equal width throughout, 'the labrum is not 
obliquely depr essed, the body :wants the distinct metallic blue 
texture , and the wings are not spotted. 
Cyanoxorides ccentleus, sp. nov. 
Blue , the 5t h abdcminal segme nt white above; the legs 
bronz y blac k, th e femora brighter in tint; the front legs tesla-
ceous especially anteriorly; the hinder coxoo rufou s ; ai1tennoo 
black, covered wit;h short, st iff black pubescence; the middl e 
with a broad white baud; wings bya line; a fuscous band along 
the tran sver se median and the lower half of the transverse basal 
and a broad band, extend ing from near the base of the rad iR.I 
cellule to shortly beyond the transverse cubit al and recurr ent· 
nervur es; th e st igma and nervures, black, the former with a 
white spot at the base. 9 . 
Lenth 13-14; terebra 8 mm. 
Bab. K uching. 
· Face smooth, its sides depressed , tran sversely striated in 
the middle above; the clypeus clearly separated from it a11d 
obliquely depressed towards the base where is a furrow, which 
becomes oblique at the sides. Front and vertex smooth and 
shining; the fr ont al keel is sto ut. Base of mandibles testaceou s. 
Middle lobe of mesonotum cove red with black pubescence; its 
apex striated; on the middle, near th e scutellum, are some long i-
tudinal keel s. Scutellum roundly convex, sparse ly punctur ed; 
in th e centre of the basal depre ssion are 2 stout keels; th e r ost-
scutellum rounde d; its sides depr essed. Median segme nt smoot h 
and shining and covered with pale pubescence; the pr o- and 
mesopleur re less shir1ing, more opaqu e and covered with dark 
pubescence. Abdomen covered with white pubescence \ the 
basal thre e seg ment s closely, finely longitudin ally stri ated · a;id 
minutely punctur ed ;· the apical seg ments smooth ; the tast is• 
R. A.. Soc:, NO, 44, 1005, 
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depressed in the middle at the base. Ventral surface more or 
less brownish. Sheaths of ovipositor covered densely with 
black pubescence . 
AO<ENITINI. 
Siphimedia iridi color, sp. nov. 
Black, with distinct blue and violet iridescence; the front 
femora and tibim brownish beneath ; a broad pale line on the 
lower half of the inner eye orbits ; winµ:s hyaline, highly iride s-
cent, the nervures and costa black. c; • 
Length 11 mm.; terebra 11 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. 
Face closely, strongly punctured, its centre with a smooth 
keel ; the clypeus less strongly and closely punctured; its apex 
raised, smooth, the sides sparsely punctur ed. Front and vertex 
smooth, the former keeled down the middle. ~l iddle lobes of 
mesonoturn punctured in the middle; the scutellum 111ore sparse-
ly punctured; the depre ssion with 3 stout k13els. On the centre 
of the median segme nt at the base are 2 st raig ht irregular 
bands of reticulation s, forming an elongated area, from the apex 
of which an irregular keel runs to the spiracle s and another. 
longer curved one down the apical slope, the parts betwP.en and 
outside being irregularly striated ; th e part before and behiud 
the spiracles is irre gu larly, st rongly st riat ed; the metapleurai 
below the keel bear round, not very deep, punctures. Upper 
part of mesopleurre smooth, the lower and the sternum close ly 
punctured. Body and leg s covered with pale hair; the hair 
on the tibire and tarsi is denser; the calcaria black. 
The transverse median nervure is rec eived shortly bt:!hind 
the transverse basal and the recurrent nervure shortly beyC1nd 
the transverse cubital, not int erst itial as in the type S. nig1·icans. 
Phalgea, gen. nov. 
Areolet absent; 2nd recurrent nervure received beyond the 
transverse cubitus ; diwo-cubitus with the stump of a nP.rvure ; 
transverse median nervur e placed behind transver se basal ; 
Jour . Straits Brancil 
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transverse median nervure in hind wing broken above the mid-
dle; cubital nervure in fore wing dilated at base . Four front 
claws cleft before the middle. Hind legs stout and greatly 
l~ngtbened. Apex of clypeus roundly incised in the middle, the 
sides tooth-like. First abdominal seg-ment distinctly narrowed, 
clearly separated and longer than the 2nd and 3rd united ; ovi-
positor not much long er than the abdomen. Apical slope of 
metanotum smooth and bounded by a keel. Baf!al joint of 
bind tar si as long as the followin g two united. 
The wings are very lar ge, longe r than the body ; the 
antennoo, as usual, short; mesonotum deeply trilobate ; hinder 
tibire not twice the length of the femora; post-scutellum at base 
bifoveate, on the outerside bound ed by stout kee13. 
Comes nearest to A.rotes. 
Phalgea l11tea, sp. nov. 
Luteous, the flagellum of antennoo fuscous, darker towards 
the apex ; wings yellowish-hyaline, the nervur es aud stigtna 
luteous ; hinder tarsi and apex of tibire blackish ; the lower apex 
of the fore, and the apex of the hinder wings smoky, with a 
violaceous tint. '¥ . 
Length 13; terebra 5-6 mm. 
Rab. Matang. 
Face and clypeus closely and strongly punctured ; the 
vertex sparsely behind the ocel Ii and at th e eyes ; the front 
deeply excavated; a shinin g furrow in the middle, the sides 
striated. Mesonotum and scutellum closely punctur ed; the apex 
of the middle lobe irregularly transversely st riat ed. Metanutum 
smooth, punctured behin<l the keel. Pleun .e closely punctured, 
the base of the pro- and the upper part of the meso- smooth ; 
the apical half of the meta- furrowed in the middle. 
0RYPTINA. 
Silsila az1icimaculata, sp. nov. 
Black, shining; the face. exce pt at the top and bottom, the 
clypeus, except above and in the cent re at the apex, labrum , inner 
R,. A. Soc., N:o, •4, 1905. 
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orbits, pronotal tubercles, scutellar keels, centre of scutell uJl! · 
broadly, post-scutellum, two large marks on the apical slope of 
the metanotum, extending on to the pleurm, tegulre, tubercles, 
a square mark on the lower edge of the mesopleurre in the 
centre, the narrowed base of the 1st abdominal segment, its 
apex more narrowly, the apices of the others and the ventral 
segments from the 1st, yellow. Legs yellow, the femora 
with a fulvous line, the hinder coxre below and broadly at the 
sides, trochanters, apical third of hind fomora, base of tibire 
narrowly, their apex more broadly and the apical joint of the 
tarsi, black; the rest of the tarsi white. Flagellum of antennre 
broadly white. W ing s hyaline, the stigma and nervures 
black. !? . 
Length 14; terebra 5 mm. 
Hab. Ivfatang. .August. 
Front and wrtex smooth and shining; the former furrow-
ed; face obscurely sbagreened. Mandibles yellow, black at 
the apex. Palpi yellow. The tubercles on the pronotum are 
large , longish, their apex with a longer, less rounded slope 
than the base. Pro- and mesothorax smooth and shining; the 
middle lobe of mesonotum broadly rounded at the apex, the 
furrow with a keel in the centre; it is widely separated from 
the apical depre ssion which is large and deep. Hase of 
metauotum smooth, the rest closely, transverse ly striated; the 
sides on the top of the apical slope are slightly tuberculated; the 
apical slope is straight and obliquely sloped. Propleurre, 
except below with stout; curved keel~ ; the mesopleurre 
below the tubercl es and the lower h~lf at the base, and 
the lower part at the apex obscurely striated; the metapleur~ 
closely, coarsely obliquely striated. Mesopleur l furrow 
stoutly striated . Sternum thickly covered with white hair. 
Abdomen smooth and shining ; the 2nd and 3rd segments 
opaque, closely punctured, except on the base of the 2nd 
which is smooth, and the sides at the base which are acicu lat ed. 
Silsila (described Manchr. Memoirs, 1903, No. 14-, p. 1) 
has the appearance of a Friona which it also resembles in the 
str iated metanotum, but it belongs to the . Mesosteuini, while 
F1·iona belongs to the Cryptini. It is easily known by the 
J our. Straits Brapc!J 
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small, longish, narrow areolet, tuberculated pronotum and long 
narrow petiole. 
Friona r11.ficox is, sp. nov. 
Black , a broad hand on 1he centre of the antennai, a line 
on the post-scutellurn, a large mark. rounded behind, transverse 
at the ap~x at the bind wings, a line down Lbe centre of the 
apical slope of the metanotum and a broader one across its 
apex, and the apical two segments of the abdomen, white. 
Pour front legs pale fulvous, the coxffi more rufous in tint, the 
anterior black above; the hind coxie bright rufous, the trochan-
ters black, the femora rufous ; black above, the tibire black, the 
tarsi white, narrowly black at the hase. \Vings hyaline, the 
stigma and nervures black. 0 . 
Length 9 mm. 
Rab . Kuching. June. 
'l'here are somP, stout keels below and at the sides of the 
ocelli; face rugose, clypeus shining, aciculated. Mandibles 
rufous before the apex. Palpi white. Mesonotum shining-, 
smooth, the apical central depression coarsely transversely 
striated. Base of metanotum to the keel smooth, the rest trans-
versely striated. The top of the pro- and rnesopleuroo smooth, 
the rest longitudinally striated; the metapleune irregularly 
obliquely striated. 
Friona pleuralis, sp. nov 
Black; the face, clypeus, l&brum, mandibles, except at the 
apex, pa.lpi, the inner eye orbits narrowly, the lower half of the 
outer, the malar space, the pleurre, except for an irregular 
mark on the top of the propleurre, the median segment except 
the base and a broad band on the sides of the metanotum, ex -
tending near to the top of the apical slope aud narrow bands 
on the apices of the abdominal se~ments, yellow . Pour front 
legs and hind eoxre yellow ; the hind femora, trochanters and 
tibi::B black, their tarsi white. Wings clear hyaline, the ner-
vures and stigma. black. Under side of the 1st and joints 5 to 
14 of antennre white. \'. 
R, A. Soc., No. 44, 1905. 
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Length 13-14; terebra 4 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. 
Face rugosely punctured, almost str iilted, the clypeus 
smooth, with only a few scattered punctures; the st ria:: on the 
front irregular. Apex of central lobe of mesonoturn irr egu-
larly rugo se; the scutellar keels and the sides and Ftpex of scu-
tellum narrowly yellow. Striation on pleur rn and metanotum 
close and strong ; on the ap ical slope of the metanotum it is 
oblique above, transverse below and with the centre smooth. 
This species differs from the others by the pleurai and 
sternum being yellow, not black. 
Friona varipes, Cam. 
Mr. Shelford sends from Singapore a g of this species 
which wants the white mark on the mesopleurai; tht, li11e on the 
metanotum commences in the middle, not 1,t the transverse 
keel and the apical 2 joints of the bind tarsi Ftre blllek. The 
species is probably variable in colouration. The :l white marks 
under the antennre may be very small, and the colouration of 
the legs varies. 
Lnctolus plagiatus, sp. nov. 
Black, a band on the antenn ai, the apical 3 segments of the 
abdomen above and the hind tarsi, except at the base, white; 
the 4 front legs pale rufou s, their tar si fuscous, the front coxre 
for the greater part black, the middle black at the bas~, the 
hinder rufous; the pro- and mesupleu1 ai st riat ed in the middle, 
the meta- more closely and regularly on the lower half; the 
metanotum and the metapleurai for the greater part brownish. 
Wings byaline, the stigma and nervures black. o. 
Length 11-12 mm. 
Rab. Kuching. May. 
Front with broken, stout, irregular keels. Face in the 
centre coarsely rugosply punctured. the sides irregularly trans-
versely striated a11d bordered l>_y a lungit11dinal keel. Pro- and 
mesonotum S!nooth; the meta- from ~hortly behind th e keel , not 
Jour. Straits Branch 
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very strongly transversely st riated , the strire on the metapleurre 
are stronger :J.nd com•nence shortly behind the middle. Areolet 
square, hardly narrowed behind ; the recurrent nervure received 
in the middle. 
'l'his species may be known by the weak striation on the 
pleurre and metanotum, by the middle lobe of the metanotum 
being smooth, not reticulated, and by the brownish splashes on 
the thorax. 
La ctol·tts 1'eticulatu s, sp. nov. 
Black, labruru, pal pi, a broad band on the middle of the an-
tennre, post-scutellum, the apical 3 segments of th e abdomen 
above, base of first, a curved mark on the apical slope of the 
metanotum, and the hind tarsi , except narrowl y at the base, 
white ; 4 front legs and hind coxre, rufous, the 4 front tarsi fus-
cous ; wings hyaline, the stigma and nervures black. ~ . 
Length 10; terebra 4 mm. 
Rab. Kuching. May. 
The centre and the lower part of the front with some irregu-
lar keels; the face irregularly rugose; the clypeus smooth. Pro-
and mesonotum smooth and shining, the centre of the latter at the 
apex with a band of twisted strire ; the base of metanotum entire-
ly smooth and shining; the rest closely transversely striated. 
Apex of prouotum punctured closely above, the rest, except 
below, striated. Meeonotum closely, irregularly longitudinally 
striated, except in the middle ; the metapleurare closei y rugosely 
striat.ed. Areolet longer than broad, the nervures not con-
verging below. 
This specie s.i in colouration, agrees closely with L. busima-
cttla, but that is a larger and stouter species, its areolet is square, 
not broader than long and it is narrowed behind, its scutellum 
and hind femora and tibire are brownish and there is a large 
white mark behind the hind winge. 
Lactolus basimacttla, sp. nov. 
Black, labrum, palpi, a broad band on the antennre, post-
scutellum, a broad band, dilated above, on the apical slope of 
it. A. Soc., No. 44, 1905, 
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_the met.anotum, the apical half of the 6th abdominal -segment 
a_bove and the 7th and 8th entirely, white; 4 front legs bright 
red, their tarsi blackish _; hind coxre bright red, th e trochanters, 
femora, tibire and base of tarsi narrowly, black; the rest of 
t.arsi white. vVings byaline, the nervures and stigma black; areo-
let longer than broad, narrowed below . 9. 
Length 17 ; terebra 5 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. 
Face coarsely, closely, irregularly reti culate d; clypeus 
shining, minutely sparsely, punctured; the ocellar region and 
centre of front with some stout irregular strire, the outer curv-
ed. Centre of mandibles finely striated, the teeth browHish, 
Pro - and mesonotum smooth :and shining, thescutellum brownish; 
the base of met.anotum smooth, the sides, at the apex, obscurely 
striated ; the rest closely, strongly transvers ely striated. The 
apex and central · hollow of propleur re strongly striated ; the 
upper half of mesopleurre strongly longit11dinally striated, the 
str ire distinctly separated, the lower more closely striated 
and with the strire running into reticulations ; the meta- closely, 
strongly, irregularly striated. 
'l'he depressions and sutures of the thorax are striated ; the 
il-Pex of the middle lobe of th e mesonotum is tran sversely 
striated ; the scutellum is brownish and there is a broad white 
mark behind the bind wings. 
Lactolu s inaculiscutis, sp. nov. 
Length 16 mm. o • 
llab. Kucbing. 
Agrees closely in ~ize and colouration with 1.,, basimacula; 
may be known by the facP., clypeus and base of mandibles being 
whit e; by the scutellum being lined laterally with white, by 
tlie areolet being longer and narrow!'lr ; and l:iy the post~pet iole 
being tuberculat ed at the base . · · · · 
Black, face, clypeus, lal::>rum, .mandibles, except at the 
apex, palpi, tuber i:les, sides of ~ci11el1urh 11arrowly, a mark at 
the sides of the post,scutellum, the apex of m_et,anutqm-the 
mark pro lorJge.d in the middle behill(;l-and the apical segment 
J our. Straits :Branch 
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of the abdomen, white. Four front legs red, the middle femora 
infuscated, their tarsi black; the hind legs black, the coxm 
bright red, tan,i white; except at the base. Wings hyaline, 
the nervures and stigma black. o. 
Face coarsely rugose, ob~curnly striated in the middle, 
the clypeus sparse ly p11nctured. Front in centre stoutly 
str iat ed. Basal depress ion of metauoturn with ll stout, longitu -
dinal keels; behind this irr egularly oblique ly striated and 
rugose; the rest of metanotum rugose, the base with oblique. 
convergin!! stri~ -, the centre at the apex irregularly transverse-
ly striated. Apex and central depression of propl eune stout ly 
str iated; the mesa- except at the apex, closely, rugosely, 
longitudinall y, the mPta- closely, rugosel_y, str iated. 
The middle of the mesonotum at the end of the central 
lobe. is irregularly reticulated; the scutellar depression is deep, 
narrow and striated in the middle. Median segme nt covered 
with white pubescence. Petiole brownish and dilated at t.be 
base ; bind tibire and tarsi densely covered with dark, short 
pube cence . 
'L'his Rpecies differs from the others in having the alar 
areolet longer and narrower, the scute llum Aatter and the 
abdominal pet iole tuberculate at the b'I.Se and short ly beyond 
the midJle. It differs also from the known males in having 
the face and clypeus white. 
Pha1·zites, gen. nov. 
This genus is closely related to T,actolus from which it may 
be separated by the under noted characters :-
Cubital uervure in hind wings broken above th ·e middle; apex of 
clypeu s obliquely, tsemici..rcularly depressed, labrum large, 
long, narrowed towards the apex. Phar zi tes. 
Cubita l nervure in hind wings broken distinctly below the 
middle; dype us not depressed in front, labrum indistinct. 
Lactoliis, Cam. 
The malar space is slightly larger ; the tarsi are spinose ; 
the median segment is not so distinctly or regularly striated; 
the ant eunai are s lender, broadly rin ged with white and closely 
pilose, especially towards the apex; the transverse median 
nervure is rec,eived distinct ly behind the tran _sverse basal ; the 
_U. ~- Soc., N<:>-U, 1W5. 
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colourat ion is identical with Laclolus except that the binder 
tarsi are not ringed with white. 'l'he ident ical colouration of 
these 2 gene ra and Bttoclias is noteworthy. 'l'he latter is 
separate d from both by the spined median segmen t. 
Pha1•zi tes nig ritarsis, sp. nov. 
Black; a ring on the flagellum of the antenor,e, the apices of 
the ba ·al three segme nts of the abdomen and the apical half of 
the penultimate and the last above, white. Legs black; the fore 
trochanters, femora and tibioo testaceous; the middle trochan-
ters pale; the hinder coxre and trochanters bright red. Wings 
hyaline , the nervures and stigma black. 0 . 
Length 11 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. 
Face irregularly closely striated; the upper part of the 
clypeus more irregularly longitudinally striated, the apical 
depre ssion smooth. Ma.ndibles dark red in the middle; the long 
palpi white. Mesonotum opaque; the scutellum more shining 
and distinctly punctured. Base of metanotum sparsely punc-
tured, the rest finely rugose, almost transversely striated, in the 
middle. Mesopleuroo finely punctur ed, a curved striated furrow 
in the middle behind. Metapleuroo more closely punctured. 
Buodia s mac-ulipennis, sp. nov. 
Black; the 4 fr ont legs rufou s ; the binder coxr,e, troch-
anters and femora of a paler rufou s colour, their tibiai hlack, 
the tarsi white, except the apical joint; the pal pi and the middle 
of flagellum of antQnnffi beneath white; wings hyaline, the 
nervures and stigma black; there is a fuscous cloud extending 
from the radiu s to the discoidal nervure and from the base of 
the radius to the recurr ent upnur e. First and second segments 
of the abdomen narrowly brownish at the apex, the apical two 
white above. '? . 
Length 11-12 mm. 
Bab. Singapore. 
Face opaque, aciculated, longitudinally striated above ; the 
clypeus smooth and shining. Front strongly longitudinally 
.Tour. Straits Branch 
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and obliquely striated ; vertex strongly acicu lat ed. Pro- and 
mesonotum smooth and shining; the apex of scutellum obscure 
browni sh; the pleurre opaque. strongly aciculated . Median seg-
ment closely, strongly str iat ed ; the basal part of the meta-
notum longitudinally, the apical slope transve rsely st.riated, the 
part behind the keel more finely than the rest and with the area 
smooth; the apical slope more coars·~ly, closely transversely; 
the pleune closely, longitudinally str iated. All the sutur -
es and depressions are striated . .-\ bdomen smooth, the 2nd 
and 3rd segments aciculated. Metanotal ,:pines long·, fully 
twice in length the thickness at the base ; the basal area clearly 
defined, in length longer than the width at the base; it becomes 
g radually narrowed towards the apex. 
Buodir1s ruJipes, sp. nov. 
Black, a baud on the middle of the ante nnre, palpi and the 
apical 2 segments of the abdomen, white; the legs rufuus; wings 
clear hyaline, the nervures and stigma black. ~. 
Length 8-9 mm., terebra 3 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. 
Face and clypeus opaque, alutaceous, as are also the front 
and vertex, but not so coarsely ; the ocellar region and the 
centre of the front striated ; the latte r keeled down the centre. 
Mesonotum shining, closely, minutely aciculated; the upper 
part of the propleurre cluse ly, 8trongly, and the greater part of 
the mesoplem:re clos-!ly , strong ly, irr egu larl y st riat ed . Median 
segment closPly, irregularly striated, the plrnrre more closely 
and regularly than the rest; the part of the metanotum behind 
the keel smooth at the. base, the rest closely, finely striated. 
Metanotal spines short and thick. Abdomen smoot,h and shin-
ing ; the 5th segment is white at the apex above. Areolet square, 
its apical nervure faint. 
Mesostenus multima culatus, sp. nov. 
Black, the face, clypeus, except the apex broadly in the 
centre, labrum, mandibles, except at the apex, th e orbits except 
the outer near the top, apex of pronotum broadly, a mark on 
R. A. Soc., No. 44, 1905, 
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the apex of the middle lobe of ruesonotum, longer than broad, 
transverse at the base, rounded at apex, scutellum, except at 
the apex; a longish ·mark, transverse at base and narrowed to-
wards the apex on the base of the metanotum and reaching to 
the keel; a broad line on the basal half of the apical slope, its 
apex more broadly, the base of the pronotum, a small mark on 
the lower part of the propleurre, tubercles, a conical mark on 
the base of the mesopleurre in the centre, a mark, rounded at the 
base, on the upper and a similar mark on the lower part of the 
mesopleurre, the greater part of the outer edge of the mesoster-
num, 2 larger marks on its centre, an oval mark below the hind 
wings above the spiraclP-s and a large mark, roundly narrowed 
below near the apex of the metapleurre in the middle and the 
apices of all the abdominal segments, yellow. Legs pallid 
fulvous, the coxi:e and trochanters paler, the 4 front femora and 
tibire lined above with black: their coxre marked with black be-
fore and behind; the hind cox::e black, lal'gely yellow at the 
base above and at the apex below ; the trochanters black above, 
the apical fourth of femora, base of tib ial narrowly, thAir apical 
fourth and the last joint of tarsi, black, the rest of tarsi white. 
Rab. K uching. 
Mesostenus maculiscutis, sp. nov. 
Black, the face (except for a black mark in the centre) 
clypeus, labrum, the inner orbits (the line continued shortly 
beyond the eyes) the · outer from near the top, the line becoming 
gradually wider below, the mala.r space, a mark on the centre 
of the pronotum, a mark on the mesonotum, transverse at the 
base, rounded and narrowed towards the i:i.pex, tegulre, scute:-
lar keels, a mark on the base, apex and sides of scutellum, post-
scutellum, a broad straight line down the centre of the meta-
notum, united to a transverse one at its apex of about the 
same width, a curved mark on the lower part of the propleur::e, 
tubercles, a broad line, dilated upwards at the base and apex 
and unit ed before the apex to a large mark on the mesoster-
num and a large mark on the middle of the metapleurfll, yellow . 
The 6 basal segments of the abdomen banded with yellow at the 
apex; the 3 apical bands not united to the yellow on the ventral 
surface, the apical two-thirds of the last segments broadly on 
J our. St,raits ;sra:nch 
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the sides and narrowly on the apex, the basal ventral segments 
at the apex and the apical entirely, yellow. Four front legs 
yellow, the fe1r:ora and tibire in the middle above, their tarsi, the 
hind coxre broadly at the base below, at the apex above, the apical 
joint of the hinder trochanters, apex of femora, of tarsi more 
broadly and their base narrowly, black; 'the re~t yellow, the 
yellow on the femora and tibiffi with a rufous tinge. VVings 
hyaline, the stigma and nervures black. 2. 
Length 18 mm.; terebra 9 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. 
Front irregularly reticulated in the centre, the sides 
longitudinally striated. Face closely, the clypeus more sparse-
ly punctured. Mesonotum and base of metanotum closely and 
distinctly ; the scutellum more strongly, but not so closely, punc-
tured; the metanotum, from the basal keel, closely striated, 
the strire curved. Upper part of proplenrre smooth, the rest 
closely striated ; mesoplf>urre closely punctured, the base, stout-
ly, obliquely striated; meta- closely obliquely striated. Back of 
abdomen closely punctured; the punctures on the 1st segment 
more widely separated. 
Cratoc,.yptus, gen. nov. 
Median segment short, reticulated, its sides dentate, its base 
with a central area, the spiracles small, oval. Hf'ad as wide as 
the thorax, temples very short, oLliquely narrowed; eyes large, 
parallel, malar space small. Apex of clypeus rounded, the 
large labrum dilated broadly in the middle. Mandibles with 
2 equal teeth. Areolet small, square, the apical uervure faint; 
transverse median nervura received shortly behind the trans-
verse basal ; disco-cubital nervure roundly curved not broken 
by a stump; transverse median nervure in bind wings broken 
distinctly be.low the middle. Post-petiole broad, the petiole 
becoming gradually wider. Antennoo ringed with white, slen-
der ; the 1st joint of flagellum longer than the 2nd. 
There is only 1 keel on the metanotum; there is none on 
the metapleurre. Parapsidal furrows distinct on the basal half. 
Thorax about 3 times longer than wide ; its apex almost 
R. A. Soc., No . 44, 1905. 
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tranverse and with a steep slope. Legs stout, basal joint of 
front tarsi shorter than the tibire; the claws of moderate size; 
last joint of hind tarsi as long as the 3rd. Spiracles wider from 
each other than to the apex of the petiole, uwing to its great 
width. 
Comes nearetit to the American genera Cl,i·istolia and :Mesos-
tenoideus, but it cannot well be referred to either. Of the Orien-
tal genera it comes nearest to Skeatia. The two may be dis-
tinguished thus . 
A.reolet square; apex of median segment only slightly oblique; 
labrum large, distinctly projecting; petiole not becoming 
gradually wider towards the apex. G1·atoc1·ypt11s. 
Areolet narrow, distinctly longer than wide; apex of median 
segment with a distinct, oblique slope; labrum hidden; 
petiole becoming gradually wider towards the apex. Skeatia. 
Cratoci·pptus maculiceps, sp. nov. 
Black ; the clypeus, except at the apex, the inner orbits-
the line roundly narrowed opposite the antennre,-an oblique, 
somewhat triangular, mark below the eyes, a line on the pro-
notum, not reaching to the base, tegulre, scutellum, its kee ls 
narrowly, the sides of the median seg111e1ot broadly-half on 
the metanotum, half on the pleurre and dilated on the inner 
side above-the base of the propleurai, a mark I ,elow the hiud 
wings, rounded in fr ont, transverse bPhind, a broad band ou 
the 1st and 2nd seg ments of the abdomen, a narrow baud on 
the 5th and the apical two entirely, yellow. Four front legs 
fulvous, the hinder cox::e, trochanters and femora of a darker 
red colour, their tibire a11d tarsi much paler, with the apex of 
the hinder tibire and the apical joint of the tarsi, black. Wiugs 
hyaline, the nervures and stigma black, the areolet square, its 
apical nervure faint. Q. 
Length nearly 8; terebra nearly 2 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. June. 
Basal joints of antennre brownish beneath, joints 6- 14 
white. Ceutre of face raised, rugosely punctured, the sides 
sparsely punctured . Lower part of vertex at the ocelli and 
upper part of front closely obliquely, the lower part more 
.To11r. Straits Branch 
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closely and finely transversely striated. lYiesonotum closely, 
distin ctly and finely punctured, the sides and apex obscurely 
striated. Scutellar depression with 4 stout keels; the scute l-
lum almost impunctat e. Base of metanotum closely finelv 
rugose and with a few keels at the sides of the area ; . the rest 
is closely reticulated, the apical slope in the middle finely 
rugose. Propleune behind the keel strongly, obliquely striated; 
mesopleurre closely, rugosely reticulated, less close ly at the top 
where there are a few oblique and curved strire; petiole smooth 
and shining; the 2nd and 3rd segments closely punctured; 
gastrocoeli obscurely striated. 
Skeatia balteata, sp. nov. 
Black; the face, clypeus, mandibles, eye orbits, a line on the 
centre of the pronotum, a square mark on the apex of the middle 
lobe of the pronotum, scutellums, the sides, including the teeth 
broadly, and the top of the apical slope of the metanotnm, 
tubercles, a mark, longer than broad, above th e apex of the 
mesopleurre, a line below on its apica.l half and a similar line 
on the sides of the basal half of the mesosternum, an ol:;lique 
mark under the hind wings and a large mark, becoming gradually 
wider below, on the centre of the mesosternum and the apices 
of all the abdominal segments, yellow. Legs ful vous, the middle 
tarsi blackish, the hinder white; the outer side of the hind coxre, 
hind trochanters, base and apex of femora, the tibire at the base 
narr owly and at the apex more widely, black. Wings hyalin e, 
the stigma and nervures black. 11'lagellum of antennre broadl y 
white. <j.l. 
Length 11-12 mm. 
Jl ah. Singapore. 
Face sparsely and strongly punctured, its centre projecting. 
Front and vertex smooth. lYiesonotum op1que, closely and 
distinctly punctured ; the middle of the central lobe shining ; 
scutellums smooth. Metanotal area distinctly defined , moder-
ately large, its apex about half the length of the base ; the rest 
of the base finely rugose, depressed near the area ; the remainder 
of the metanotum close ly reticulated ; the apical slope more 
R . .A.. Soc., No. H, 1905, 
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strongly than the middle; the teeth are lar~e, about 3 times 
longer than thick at the base. Propleurre stoutly striated; the 
mesa- closely rugJsely punctured, except at the apex. where it 
is shining. Second and third segments of abdomen opaque, the 
others smoo1,h and shining. 
Is not · unlike S . vai·ipes, but that is larger, has a large 
irregular mark on the lower part of the mesopleurre, the mesos-
ternum yellow, and the 4 front femora are lined with black 
above. 
Vagenatha armata, sp. nov. 
Black, the face, clypeus, the inner orbits, the outer from 
ehortly below the middle, the malar space, mandibles, palpi, the 
projecting outer angles of the pronotum, tegu lre, scutellum, a 
mark on post-scutellum, the sides, including the spines, of the 
apical slope of the median segment, the lower edge of the pro-
pleura:i, tubercles, an oval mark on the lower part of the meso-
pleurre, near the base, a mark under the hind wings and thP 
apices of all the abdominal segments broadly, yellow . Four 
front legs yellow ; the hinder coxre and bas'\l joint of trochan-
ters, the apical third of femora, and the apical fourth of tibire, 
black; there is a large mark, obliquely narrowed at the apex, 
on the top of the coxre; the yellow on the femora has an orange 
tint. Wings hyaline, the stigma 1111d nervures black. Q . 
Length 10 mm. 
Hab, Kuching. January. 
Flagellum of 11ntennre broad ly yellow . Front broadly in 
the centre stro11gly, obliquely striated, the strire distinctly sepa-
rated. FRce and clypeus strongly punctured, the latter not so 
closely as the face. I\Iesonotum closely rugosely punctured; 
scutellnm strongly pun ctured , thP. put1ctures clearly separated. 
The area on the base of the metanotum triangular: the part 
behind the keel is stoutly, irregularly striated, at the base 
irregularly, strongly punctured; the rest. stoutly reticulated, the 
apical slope much more closely and regularly than the upper 
part. Propleurre stoutly, obliquely and closely striated ; their 
1.>ases bordered by a stout, straight keel ; mesopleurre stoutly 
J"our, i:itraits Braacl1 
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f.triated, the strire more irregularly and widely separated 011 th e 
apex. below ; the lower part at the basP closely pun ctured ; 
metapleurre strongly, closely rug·osely punctured, its lower edge 
with a distinct border. Pet ,iole shiuiug, the post-petiole punc-
tured, but not closely or strongly, the 2nd and 3rd segments 
opaque closely, distinctly pu11ct ured. Tbis spec ies may be 
separated from V. spi11osa as follows:-
Lower outer orbits yellow, not densely pilose ; the metanotal 
spine s not united by a yellow lin e, the face yellow. Armata. 
L<iwer outer orbit s and foce black ; the cheek s densely pilose ; 
the metanotal sp ine s nnited by a cnrved yellow line, th e 
face black. Spinosa . 
Coesula , gen. nov. 
Transverse median nervure in hind wings broken below the 
middle; median nervure at the base roundly curved towards 
the costa. Areolet minute, open at the apex.. Cubito-disco 
nervure angled in the middle , and with a minute stump of a 
nervure. Transv erse median nervure int erst itial. Median seg-
ment with 2 tran sverse kee ls : . a lnn6itudinal furrow between 
them; its spiracles small, ova l, not 111uch longer than broad . 
. -\atennre longer than th e body, thi r·kPned and broadly ring ed 
with white in the middle; the ba al joint~ of tlagellum greatly 
elongated; the basal two equal in leug·tb. Ulypeus roundly 
convex; its sides and apex. depresse d: malar space almost ob-
solete; temples very short. 1-'irst abdomimd segmen t as long 
as the 2nd, broad at the base, becoming l{radually wider to-
wards the apex; not much curved, not be11t or elbowed; the seg-
ment banded with white at the apex; ovipositor short. 
The median segment is short and has a Solllewhat steep 
rounded slope on the apex; its sides finely st riated; the areola 
is only defined at the apex; on the base is a closely striated 
depression : its apex. is irregularly rugosely striated; the basal 
keel ex.tends to the mesonotu1.11. Thorax fully 3 times longer 
than wide; its sutures moderately deep. Ulaws slender, loug-
ish ; the last joint of hi11d tarsi distincly shorter than the 
3rd. Head wider than the thorax. :::\piracies of 1st abdominal 
·egment closer to each other than to th e apex of the 
segment . 
R . A. Soc. , No 44, 1005, 
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Thi s ge nu s is referred to the ,lf esnstenin£ fr bm it s sma:ll al-
most pun ctiform areolet and: fr o iu it s more thickened antenme. 
Comes nearest to ill esostn,1us=S tenarccus, Th oms.; it is 
much more slend er ly built; th e disco-cu hi ta! ner vure is 
angled and broken by a st ump; th e median nervure in 
hiud wings not strai g ht, but roundly curved, th e te mple s 
much shorter, and the clyp eus much more convex and roundly 
separated. 
Cmsula fitlvipes, sp. nov. 
Blac k, the base of the mandible s, an obl ique mark on th e 
hinder part of the vertex close to th e eyes, a mark on the middl e 
lobe of the meso notum at the apex, lon ger than br oad , round ed 
at the apex, tratJsverse behind , sc utellulll, exce pt at th e base, a 
long ish spot on eith er side of th e central furrow 011 the meta-
notum, it s apex and a larg e irr eg ular mark, longe r than bro ad , 
on the sides, the apices of th e 4 basal seg ment s of th e abdomen 
an d the 6t h and 7th broadl y, whit e . L egs bri g ht ful vo us; th e 
midd le tars i ula ckish, th e pos teri or whit e, b lack at t he extr eme 
hase. Antenn:u longe r than the body, th e sca pe ru fous be low: 
th e 7th to 15t h clea r white bPlow. Win gs hya li11e; the 
st ig ma a 11d nervure s bla ck. Q. 
Lengt h 10 mm.; terebra nearly 2 mm. 
H ab . Kuching. April. 
Face finely, close ly tran sve r se ly ru gose; the res t smooth 
aud shinin g, the fr ont with a broad, shall ow furrow. Thorax 
~hinin g; the pleur IB fine ly , c lose ly long itudin ally s tri a ted; th e 
pro - smoot h abo ve, irr eg ularl y s lr iate d be low; the apex of th e 
metanot11m with so me longitndi111\l st ri ::e below the keel and 
some tran sv erse ones at the apex. Hinder knees b lac k ; the 
r.alcaria bla ckish. 
·Din ocryptu s, gen . nov. 
Entirely b lack, the win g·s uniformly violaceo us. 
ver se basal nervure almost• int erst iti a l. Disco -cubital 
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verse median nervure in hind wings broken almost iu the 
middle. Median segment large, without transverse keels; its 
apex with 2 tubercles and with au obli(1ue, straight 8lope; thP. 
spirac les e longate . Petiole longer tha11 the 2nd segment, it· 
base distinctly narrowed, the rest of equal width, roundly 
curved in the middle. Legs stout, longish; the basal joint of 
all the tarsi longer than the other joints united; fore tibire 
shorter than the tarsi, stou ter than the others and distinctly 
narrowed at the base. Temples moderately wide, rounded; the 
occiput margiued, slightly, roundly incised. Parapsidal furrows 
distinct to short ly beyond the middle. Apex of clypus project-
in;i: in the middle, the centre of the prujection roundly incised, 
with the sides rounded; the apex below this is depressed, clearly 
St'parated and transverse. Metapleurre keel broad and dilated 
at the base, narrowed at the apex. 
Comes near to Ci-,1Jptoi1lens, Ashmead. The toothed clypeus, 
the absence of transverse keels on the metanotum, the dark 
,·iolaceons wings and the long· m!:'tatarsus are 4 points which 
111ak0 the genus easi ly recognised. 
Di11ocr,1Jpl11s niger, sp. nov. 
Hlack; the i1111er eye orbits white in the middle; the wings 
uniformly dark fuscous-violaceous, with viulet and purple tints 
and highly iridescent, the st igma and nerv1,res black. 2 . 
Length :.W; terdbra 12 111m. 
llab. Kuchiog. April. 
Llead close ly and distinctly punctured; the face roundly, 
broadly dilated in the middle; inner orbits distinctly margined. 
Thorax closely and distinctly punctured, except on the pro-
pleurre which has th e base smooth, the apex finely punctured. 
'l'h<-' apical segment of the abdomen is smooth and shining; 
dt>pressed in the middle at the base ; the others are closely 
µu11ctured, the punctuation becom ing !:iaC'r towards the apical seg-
ments. The 2nd segment is raised at the base, this part being 
bou11Jed by sha llow, oblique furruws; there are shal low tram,-
verse furrnws on the middle segments ;' the pennltima.te is as 
lung as the preceding 3 united. Tarsi closely and sho rtl y spined. 
Lt A. Soc., No. H, 1005: 
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Al elclm h,IJ«linis, sp. nov. 
Black, shining ; the median seg ment, except on the base of 
the metanotum, the apex of th e mesopleurre, the mesosternum, 
post-scutellum and the base of the petiole, red; the face, clypeus, 
base of mandibles, apex of petiole a11d the apex of the 2nd 
abdominal seg ment from tshurtly behind the middle, pale yellow; 
the 4 front legs pale rufous, the hind coxre rufous, blackish above, 
the trochanters and femora blackish-fu scous, the femora dull 
rufous below, the tibi~ blackish, 1heir basal fourth clear white; 
the basal and apical joint s of the tar~i black, the ·others clear 
white. Antennm fuscous, dark<>r towa rds the aµex, the scape 
yellowish, tin~ed with rnfom,. \\ ' ings hyaline, the st igma and 
nervures black. 0 . 
Length 6 mm. 
Rab. Kuching . 
Smooth and shining-. r\ rea on m<>tanoturn aciculated; the 
part betwee n the 2 keels obscure! y st riat ed in the middle; the 
apical s lope with some curved st rire abm·e. Hind tarsi and 
tibire minutely spinose. 
Jv[elc!ta 1·1:ticnlata, sp. nov. 
13lack; the labrum, palpi, tegulre, the 4 fro11t coxre and 
trochanters, the basal fourth of the bind tibiro, the apex of the 
1st joint of th P- hind tarsi and their .?nd 3rd and 4th joints, 
white; th e aµex of th e metanotu111, the g-reater part of the 
metapl eurro and th e petiole pale rufous ; the base of the post-
petio le black, its apex and the apices of the 2nd and 3rd se![ments 
broad ly, white. Antenn re bli,ck; the scape and 1he base of the 
flag-ell um dark testace ous. Wing s hyalin e, the stigma and ner-
vures black. 
Lengt h 7 mm. 
IIab. Kuching. March. 
Smooth and shi~ing; the face above obsc urely pu11ctured ; 
the metanotum behind the keel reticulated, th e sides striated: 
the reticulation s are widest at the base; the basal central area 
.J our. Stra.its Branch 
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is greatly widened at the l,ase, with the sides o,bli,1 ue; at the 
apex the sides are stra ight. Pro- and mesopleun e smooth and 
shi11iog ; the meta- acic ulat ed. 
Melcha albomacul,cta, sp, nov. 
Black; the median segment, scutellum, post-scutellum aud 
the parts at their sides, the mP.sopleurre, except for a triangular 
mark on the upper basal corner, and the meso- and meta-sternum , 
rnfous; the apex of the post-petiole rufous, tinged with ye llow ; 
uJOre than the apical third of the 2nd abdominal seg ment. the 
penultimate above and the apical entir ely, whit e. Four front 
leg·s and the hinder coxre rufous ; the rest of the hind legs black ; 
a band on the base of the tibi re, th e apex of the 1st and the whole 
of the 2nd and 3rd joints, whit e. 6th to 11th joints of antennrn 
white, except above. Wing s hyaline, the nervur es and stigma 
black. '?. 
Length 9 mm; terebra 2 mm. 
liab. Kuching. 
Antennre sto ut , the Hagellu1u slightly browni!ih. Face 
rugosely punctured, the sides with irrel{ular, long itudin al strire · 
Clypem, smooth and shining. Frout and vertex opaque: the 
front with a stout 'keel running down from the ocelli; the part 
on either side of the keel irregularly transversely striated. 
There are 5 stout keels in the basal scutel lar depression. Post-
scutellum depressed, the depression rounded behind and in 
the front , the basal bounding keel produced roundly backwards 
in the centre. Hase of median segment smooth, the keels of the 
area thin; the part beyond the keel closely regosely punctured, 
almost reticulated; the apical slope coarsely transver-sely reti-
culated, more coarsely on the sides than on the centre; 
the teeth long ish. The apex and centre of the propleurre 
longitudinally striated; the ~trire becoming gra duall y narrowed 
from the apex to the base ; the b'lsal half of the meso- more 
irr egularly and widely striated to near the bottom ; the meta-
closely and strong ly oblique ly str iated. Mesopleural furrow 
crenu lated. 
R. A Soe., No. 41, lOOS 
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• 1 f ur.lror.;1•.1111ts st ri atus , sp. noL 
Bla ck, th e flpex of the c lyp eus, labrum , palpi , the 5th to 
14th ju i11ts of Lhe ant ennoo, apex of sc ut ellum, post-sc ut e llum. 
a mark on the top of the apical slope of the meta uot um, rounded 
and narrnw ed aborn. transven;e below, the apices of the basal 4 
abdominal :seg·rnent s, th e basal third of the 1st , the sides of the 
5th, the pen ultimat e a lmos t ent ire ly and the greater part of the 
ve utral :sef!:n1e11ts , whit e. Leg s white, all the coxa: and trochan-
1er s, the bi11d fem ora , bairn! of bind femora slightly, th e apex 
more broadly and the apex of th e ."'>th juint of the hind tar si 
and th e apical 2 joint s of the 4 auterior, black; the 4 front 
femora dark fuscous. \\ ing s clear hyalin e, th e stigma fusco us 
th e nervureH darker. Q. 
Lengt h U mm ; tere l,ra ::l m111. 
Hab. K uchin g . 
Fa ce irr eo·ularl y, lo111l-itudinally s tria ted; the tubercle 
smoot h. round ed, long ·er than liruad , dull whit e. (Jlypeu:s 
spar se ly punctur ed, sh iuing; the lat eral depr ess ion ir-
r eg ularl y s triated and bounded on the outer.side by th e u:;uai 
keel. l•'ro11t clllse ly , long itudinal st ri ated abov e , forrow e<l 
down th e ce 11tre. Mesonotu111,· except at th e apex, c losely, 
tr a11sverse ly. irr eg ularl y s triat ed. Scut ellu111s s moo th. me 1a-
1Jo tum at the ua:;e obliquely st riat ed aud pun c tur ed ; the r es t 
,;trong ly distin ct ly trans \·er se ly striat ed; th e apex ha s a11 obl i11 ue 
:slope and ha s a l'Qll!ld tub ercle Ol' ,;hort touth OU th e :;idP:s above. 
Propleune p1111('t11red above, the re st stroeg-1,r :;triat. ed ; thP me~u-
c lose ly reti culatPd , tb e apex below and the base ab ove striated; 
th e mPta- more close ly reticulated. A l>dome11 smoo th and 
shining. Tar si spinose . 
Th e areolet is large , a Imo t squar e; the transverse media11 
t:ervure is almo st inter stitial; tlie transvers e cubitfll nervure 
in th e hind wing s broken shortly below the middl e. Cox,\' 
thi ckly cove red with white puliescenc.e , th e hind er closely 
punctured. 
Col'}anllt i·aricorni s, sp. uo v. 
Lut euu ti: th e hind femora, api ca l third of t,ibi:u aud l1iud 
tar :;i, bla ck ; th e ba~e of ante11wu lut cu u~, tlie 111iddle whiti :s'1-
.10ur. t;trails Bm11rl1 
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ye llow , the apex black; wing·s byaliu e, the base with a slig-bt 
fulvous tinge, thP costa and stigma te .,taceous, nervure dark er 
colour ed. Q • 
Length 12; te rebra 2 mm. 
Hab. Kuching. 
Bead pale ye llow; the vertex obscure ly, closely punctured , 
the front impunctate; th e face strougly, but not closely, pun c-
tured : the clypeus smooth, obscurely punctured above: its 
apex depressed in the middle . l\Iesonotum of a dark reddish-
yellow colour, closely punctured. Scutellum wit h the runctures 
more clearly separated. Central area of metanutum closely. 
strong ly tran sversely ·triated, much more strongly above thau 
below; the lat era l basal areai are closely, strongly transversely 
st riated; the upper poste rior strong ly obliquely st riated above. 
lielow irregularly reticulated. l' pper part of propl eurm with 
stout curv ed strire, the lower long itudinally st riat ed; upper part 
of rneso- closely punctured, the middle st riat ed; the apex stout-
ly crenulated; the meta- closely striated, the st rire more or less 
curved; below these is a sto ut keel. Abdomen smooth and 
shining. 
The bRsal and apical abscis;;ti; of the basal keels on the mPta-
notum are straight, not roumled and are obliquely sloped; the 
disco-cubital nervure is broadly, rounclly curved, not augled. 
The species comes ne11.r tu annal icom is from which it may be 
known by the smal ler size, by th e apex only of the hind er tibi a' 
being black and by the base of the tlagellum not being black, 
Colganla amm licomis, sp. JJO\ ". 
Lut eous, the ocellar reg ion black, the mark gradually, ob-
lilJuely narrow Pd towards the apex, the antenna ! flag·E-llum black, 
the 6th to 13th joint::; white above; the apical third of bind 
femora, and the hind tibire and tarsi, black; wings hyaline, the 
base with a yellowish tinge, the stignia dark testaceou s, th e 
uer,ur es black. Q . 
Leng·th 17 Wlll.; if'rebrn j mm. 
Hali. Kuchi11g. 
It. A. ~oc. , ~O. 44, lWJ. 
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Sides of face ~trongly its sides more finely and the top uf 
clypeus less strongly punctured; the clypeus in the centre at 
the apex depre ssed, the depr ession rounded above, transversp, 
below; centre of front closely punctured, more stro ngly above 
than below. Mesonotum darker coloyred than the rest of the 
thorax aud closely, uniformly and strongly punctur ed, except 
at th e apex; the scutellum is more strongly punctured. lVIeta-
notum behind the keel irregularly reticulated; thP keels are 
stout, irregularly waved on the i11nerside, and rais ed there at 
the base; the pm,terior median area is depressed and t.ransverse-
Iy striated, tbe strire stronger 0 11 the sides; the lateral arere are 
irre g ularly reticulated, the kPels being much stronger than iu 
1 he centre; them are 4 apical :uere; the spiracular region . is 
bounded by stout keels and is i:;truugly str iated. Propleurre be-
hind irregularly striated; the mesu- 1uinutely, indistinctly punc-
tured; the meta- rugosely, coarsely punctured. Ilind coxre 
closely punctured; the tarsi spinose: below they have a rufous 
tint. 
JOPJ'INI. • 
A,qm·ene.<, gen. nov. 
o . Ilead wider than the thorax ; the temples wide, the 
occiput roundly incised. St:11tellu111 flat, larg e, its sides 
keeled. Bast> of metan otum obliquely, deeply depressed; areola 
large, slightly long er tha11 broad. rounded behind, transverse 
in front, widely seµarat ed from the base of the se!!'ment and 
without a petiolar area. Areo let narrowed in frnnt, the ner-
vures almost touching there; di:sco-cubital nervure brnken 
by a stump of r. nervur e; transvers e basal nervure interstitial. 
Petiole smooth, post-petiole obliquely narrowed at the base; the 
2nd and 3rd segments closely punctured; there are 8 segmeuts; 
the last minute, blunt and with stout, longish cerci; the ventral 
keel extends to the apex. of the '3rd seg ment. Antennai shorter 
than the body, narrowed a11d serrate at the apex. There is All 
oblique keel on the propl eunu, and 2 on the lower part of th e 
meta- between the cox~\\. 
The median segment is re _:'ularly areo!ated, more so than 
in the typical Joppini; the ventral keel is large and is un the ind 
·Jour . Str,i,its 13r:inc1, 
I 
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and 3rd seg ment s only ; th e :?nd and 3rd segments uf the abdo -
men are minutely pun ct ured, the 2nd striat ed at the base; tarsi 
minut ely spined. 
I unfortunat ely only know th e o of thi5 gen us. Like 
s,>me other Oriental genera it is some what interm ediate between 
the A 111bl_11pygi and the Joppini. 
Agarenes cm·inisc11tis, sp. nov. 
Blac k, shining; the face, clyp 3us, inner orbit ·s narro wly , 
th e lower two-thirds of the outer, a shor t narr ow line on th e 
apex of the pro11otu111, teg ulre, sides and apex of sc utellum nar-
rowly, post-scutellum, the sides of the apica l si'ope of the meta-
uotum, th e narrowed basal part of th e pet iole , 2 marks on it s 
apex, 2 on the apex of th e 2nd and 3rd seg-ment s, the apical 
half of th e 6th and the whole of th e 7th and 8t h, rallid yellow. 
Four front legs pallid fulvous; th e hind cox.:e, trochantt>r s and 
fe mora rufou s, their tibia, and tarsi black, the former paler at 
th e base behind; calcuria rufous. Wings hyalin e, th e nervures 
and stigma black. 0 . 
Length 11 _mm. 
liab. Ku ching . 
Face dist inctly punct ured. Ocelli in front bounded by a 
<.:ur ved furrow. Mesonotum minutely punct ured , the basal half 
with 2 lcrngitudiual furrows ; scutellum more st rongl y , but not 
su clo~el_y, punctured. Base uf metanoturu smoot h; the areola 
irr eg-ularl_y longitudin>llly str iat ed; the oth er are ffi closely, trans-
verse ly, strong ly striat ed. Pr o- and mesopleur rn indistinctly, 
the meta- closely and stro ng ly punct ured . The 2nd and 3rd 
abdominal seg ,nent s closely punctured, striated at the trase. 
Uastracoeli shallow, irregularly striated. 
Druscia, gen. nov. 
~-uute llum ob liquely rai sed from the base, its apex with an 
ob lique slop e, it s top ending in 2 stout teet h. Median seg-ment 
t;ompletely are olated ; th e areola longe r than broad, obliquely 
narrow ed at the base, separat ed from the base of the segment 
by an area of almost it s own length , this area becoming gradu-
.R A. r,:Oc., NO. 44, 1005. 
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:, lly wid er fr om the apex to th e basP . Occiput deeply incised ; 
te wpl es wid e, ob li<1uely 11arrowed . Apex of c ly peus broadl y 
ro und ed. Labrum hid de n. .Abd omen wi th 8 seg ments ; th e 
1st lo11g aud s lender ; th e last small ; sheath of ov iposit or long-, 
pr ojec ting. .-\ reo let 5-a ng·led. narrow ed in fr ont ; tran sver sP 
basa l uervur e int erstiti a l ; the di~co-cubital lirok en by th e stump 
of a ner vur e. Legs l01 g. th e apex of bind er femora reachin g 
to th e 5th -segment ; ventr,d fold br0ad , r eac hing to t he base of 
t lie ov iposit or. 
Th e tarsi ar e lo11g· a nd :-µi111isp : there is a kee l be tw een the 
t wo hind co xa.\ and anoth er a l ,m·p it; t.he a ntw1mu :-ire diln te d and 
cum pre sed bPfor e th e a pPx and rin )!erl with whit e : th e ab do-
minal st>g-ments c lose ly p1111ct ur t>d a 11d not long itu diua lly stri a-
ted a t the base; face and cly peus I lat ; th e wings fu sco 11s. 
Thi s ge 11us is in te rm edia.te bet wee n th e J oppini and th e 
• l11,bl,11pyr,i. In th e form of th e rnetath ornx it do es not di Efer fr om 
th e la.tter and can hardl y he looked 11pon as a ty pical g enus of 
J oppi11i. 
D rwd a 4-d u ,t,,tu, sp. uov. 
Hlack, th e sides of the fa ce and clyp eus. th e linP. on thP 
lattPr dilat ed inw ardl y at th e apex, the lo wPr tw o-third s of th e 
inn er orbit s, tl ,e 8cul e llar spinPs, a linP. 011 th e lower Pdge of th e 
~cut elluu 1, µos t.-sc ut r llnm , an irr eg ular mark 011 the lo wer sidf' 
of th e mesor lpun e near th e ap f'x. a line 011 th e pro 11otu 111 at t.he 
base . and a sp1,t on it s apex in th e centr e . pale ye llo w. a lmos t 
whi tp ; th e b11sal 3 :iegments of th e abd omen r ed ; th e base of t he 
1st and th e a r,ices of th e ot her· whit e. Legs black, the 4 au-
tf'ri or with th eir ro ~ai and tro chant ers for th e g r eat er pH rt and 
th e tibi re aud t ar si in fr ont whit e; th e bind er coxre red, bla ck 
at th e apex below . vVings fu sco us-violacPous, th e hind er 
pal er a t th e basP, ant e1111::e bla ck , th e 8th to 11th join ts whit e 
be nr.ath. <j:'. 
Len g th 13 111m. 
llab . Ku cbi11g . Marl'h. 
Fron t, bPlo w the rn.:elli and the fac~ and c ly peus obsc urely 
pun ctured , slii'Ni11g-: th e face and cheeks thi ckly cove red with 
silvery puLe:sce11ce . Pru- aud weso thorax ob:scurely pu11ctur ed , 
J uur . :-:itrnits B rn11d1 
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:;cute llu111 shagree11ed; t!Je apex of the mesopleu roo oli liqu Pl_y 
str iat ed below. Basal arere of metanotum obsc ur ely puu ctu red: 
the posterior 111edia 11 area close ly transv erse ly, the lat eral more 
strong ly and le:-;s close ly st riat ed ; the sides and apex of th e 
:;egrneut thickly covered with long ish w bit e pu,besce nce. 
Camojoppa, ge n. uov. 
:\!audibles very broad. largp,ly proj ect ing below the 111out h 
at the base, their apex with 2 lar ge, widely :;eparat ed teeth ; 
below broadly rouudl y curve d from the base tu th e apex. 
Ocdput roundly incised. Temp les broad. Face Hat , not sepa -
rat ed fr om the clype ns, wh ich slig-Ltl y projects in th e middle 
at the npPx. Scutellun, raised; it s sides aud apex ou the tup 
with a distinct kee l, it:,; apPx with au ob liqu e s lopc'. Median 
~e)! me11t completely areo lat ed . its base in tl,e 111i<ldle broadly. 
ub lit[ue ly depr esse d ; arPola clearly sepamt ed fr om the base of 
the seg-mer t, brnad behind, roundly narrow ed at the apex; th e 
:<ide:s of the :;egment wit h short , sharply point ed tee th. Meso-
:;ternum with a curved furrow on the side s at th e base . ArEOlet 
obl i11uP, lar ge . 5-a ng led ; the disco -cubital nervur e broken by 
th P :-tump of a nervure. Legs long, lender; the basal :J joint s 
ttf il1e bind er tar si as loug as th e ti bite. A 11te11mc longe r than 
the bndy, sto ut. Pl) ·t -pet iole broacl, obliquely tiloped at base 
and apex: ~11d and 3rd ,;ptme nts mi1111tely clo se ly punctured, 
110L t:itriated: th ere are 7 seg ment :; : th e la:;t i~ long er tl1an the 
tirh . il ead cub it a l, as long as wide. 
I am only acquainted with tbec3' of thi t:i g·enus. Chara cter-
i,;Lie i,; the form of the mandibl es. which are lar ge r and stout er 
tliau u~ual , the longe r bind er tar si and (fo r th e J oppi ni ) th e 
r e~ularly areolated metanotum. 
C,enojopp a longitarsi s, sp. nov. 
ll lack, shiuiu g ; the face, clypeus, the outer orbit s broad ly, 
the innpr more narr ow ly to near the top, a line on th e apical 
ha lf of the pronotmn, broader line 011 th e low er edg e of th e 
1•rnp leura· , a. broader one on the lower par t of the meso ple 11r .r. 
t l,e t ubt>n,lt>~. a broad ma.rk , longe r than wide, on the ap ica l half 
uf th e 11,da pleun e, toud1inc1· and below the kee l ; a mark , longer 
n . . \ . ~Cit"., ~ o. 4-4, 1005. 
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than wide, on the mesonotum, 1he ~culell11ms, l! marks, uarrowed 
below on the middle of the metanotum, th'l narrowed basal part 
of t.he petiole and the apices of all the abdominal segments, pale 
yellow. Four front leg s with a fulvous tinge, the hind coxre 
black, yellow above, apical joint of trochanters black below, 
the femora rufous, the tibire and tar si yellow, the for1uer black 
at the base and apex. Wing s clear hyaline, the nervure s and 
stigma black. First segment of abdomen smooth and shining ; 
the 2nd and 3rd closely punctured; gastracoe li large, wide, their 
middle with a few irregular st rire; tlw srace between shining, 
aciculated, finely, irr eg ularly triatt->d. Hinder tarsi with the 
basa l 2 joints together long er than the tib im. 
FaC!JllP.s fl'io lata, sp. nuv. 
Lfofo-luteous; a lar .!"e mark on the face, becoming g ra-
dually wider below, the clypeus exce1,t narrowly at the apex, 
the base of the 2nd abdominal s~gment iu th e centre and in 
front of thP. gastrocoeli, the base of the 3rd and 4th and the 5th 
and following- segments entirely, black; the legs similar ly 
coloured, the apex of thP. hiud fe111ora, almost the apical half 
of the tibire and the tarsi entirely, black. Wing s yellowish-
hyaliue, the apex from the end of the are olet fusco us-violaceous , 
the stig,na lut eous, the nervures dark er coloured. Antenm'3 
black, the thickened apical part fm;cous. Q . 
Length 16 mm. 
ilab. Penrisen, 4500 feet . May. 
Wace !l.nd clypeus closely punctured, the sides of the foru,er 
broadly, of the latt er narrowly, pale ye llow; tl,e frout . and 
vertex smooth ; the ,ocellar regiou and the occiput broadly, 
black . Thorax closely and clearly punctured; the rpeso11otum 
darker coloured and thickly covered with fuscous pubescence; 
the scutellum closely covered with longe r, darker hair. Apica l 
slope of u1etanotum irregularly, coarsely transvers ely striated; 
the top of the poste rior median area longitudinall)' striated; 
its bordering- keel smooth a11d shining. Upper pirt of pro-
pleun e close ly punctured; the meim- less dosely, the middle li8-
hi11d fllmust :smooth; the meta- closely and distinctly punctured. 
Jour. Stmits Bran ch 
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The post-petiole longitudinall y striated ; the 2nd to 6th seg -
ments are close ly , regu lar ly lous:itudi11ally str ia1ed; the apical 
segments smooth. 
Crntojoppll rnj~fe111orata, sp. nov. 
Black; face, clypeus, orbits-on the outerside narrowly 
above-a line on the pronotum, scute llum, tubercl es, a large 
mark on the lower half of the mesopleurre, 2 larg e marks, ob-
liquely narrowed on the inner side, on the apices of the b:1sal l'l 
segments of the abdomen and the apices of the others, ye llow . 
l<1 our front legs fulvous, their coxre and trochanters pale yellow, 
the tibire dark er behind ; the bind coxre black, pale ye llow 
abo, ·e. the trochanters , tibia,, «nd tarsi pale yellow, the femora 
rufous, their apical fo11rth and about the apical half of the 
tibire, black. \i'l ings hya line, the st igma and nerv ures black. 
Antenn re hl:-ick, the scape beneath and the middle of the flagel-
lum broadly white. 
Length 18 mm. 
Hab. Tansan. 
Face punctured, its face with II large black, spot, which 
at the apex, is dilated round the top of the clypeus . l•'ront and 
vertex smooth, impunctate. Basal half of mandibles pale ye llow. 
Mesothorax closely and distinctly pun ct ured and cove red 
thickly with white pubescence. Areola irr egu larly, strong ly 
punctured on the apical half ; the lateral arere strong ly punc-
tured on the outerside; the posterior median st rongly trans-
versely str iated; the lateral arere strong ly punctureJ, the pun c-
tures clearly separated ; the spirncular rugose at the ba~e, 
the rest closely, st rong ly oblique ly str iated. Uwer part of 
propleurre minutely punctured, the lower at the base smooth 
and shining, the apex strongly longitudinally stria ted, the st ria~ 
short er above than below , where they become gradual ly 
longer; the mesopleurre close ly punctured, except in the 
middle behind; the meta- closely and more strong ly punctured. 
Breast and median segment thickly covered with lungish whit e 
pubescence. Middle of post -petiole closely str iated, the sideH. 
distinctly, but not very closely, punctured; the iud to 4th 
segments close ly punctured; th e ind and :1rd 1;triated at the 
base; gastrocoeli deep, curve d, transverse, smooth . 
rt. A. :Soc. No 44, 1005. 
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This 1species !ms the areola shorter, wider aud projecting- only 
slightly beyond the apex of t!iP lateral !lrereand is more dist.iDctly 
:separated :. t. the apPx I han in C. 1·nb11sta or C. 11111c1t-liceps; tlw 
temples are shorter, the occt ipunot so deeply incised, th e 
fore legs shorter and stouter, with the tarsi shorter and sto uter 
compared with the tibia3. It cannot be looked upon as a typica I 
Cratojoppa. 
A 11isobos cincticornis, Cam. * 
This species is to be referred to my g·enus Acunt/,njoppa, The 
F,ntomologist, 1902, p. 109. l\Iy description rnay be u,;efully s11p-
plementPd, as the species in this geuus appear to be nurnero11:;, 
and diffieu lt to sep ,1rate from their uniform co louratio n. 
~cu tel I um !lat on the top, its apex with a long perpencliculat' 
slope anrl rai,;;ed above the post-scutellum; its sides and apex 
with distinctly raised margins. Median segmRnt comp lete ly arpo-
la.ted: the areola wider than long-, and separated by more than 
its own Ieng-th from th e base of the segment, which is depn ~ssed 
in the centre, the depres sion being bounded by kee ls lateral ly. 
!•ace and clypeus flat,, not separated; the clypeus foveate at t.l1P 
;;ides above . Labrum projecting. l•:yes larger, not converging· 
above or below; the malar space lar ge . Occipnt widely and 
deeply roundly incised. There are 3 disLinct area> on the basf' 
of the mediau segment behind the areola and J on the apical 
slope; the middle arPm beiug also clearly defined ; t be sides are 
blunt ly t(lothed. There is a stout keel above th e middle of 
the propleurre; tbe pronotum is broadly margined above later-
al ly ; its ce11tre is round ly depressed. J\Ietatboracic spirac les 
linear. There are 2 short, deep furrows 011 the basP. of the 111esono-
tum. These is a sha llow forrow on the side:; of the mesuster-
num at the base. Areolet f1-angled, narrowed above; the disco -
cubital and the recurrent nervures with the stump of a nen·ur f'. 
PPtiole long and slender, the po8t-petiole 11ot abruptly separated. 
Gastrocoeli shallow; tbe ventra l keel broad, extending to the 
apex of th e 4th segment; there are 7 segments, the last is as 
long as the preceding and blunt lv pointed. Leg s long; th e 
hinder tarsi sparse ly spined. .Ante111,,e slender, serrate, broadly 
* J. 8tr. Br. l{o.v. As . Soc. IHO:.!, .H. 
J our. Strait• Brn.nc h 
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rin ged wit.h white; the pedi cle is minute, nA.rn wed; the :lrd 
j,1i11 t, is cfo,tinctly lung-er than th e 4th. 
A CULEA '.rA. 
1'aclt,1;tes 1·11ripilosa , sp. nov . 
Hlack, the pub esce n<.:e 0 11 the head prtle go lden, O il th e 
thorax pa.le fulvous, on th e abdomen silvery; wiugs ye llowish-
hya line, the nervure s and s tigma tes tac eo us. Q . 
I ,ength 13 mm. 
ll ab. K uchin g . 
Frunt , f~ce and cly peus den Ply covered with golde I pub es -
ce ncp; ver .e x fiuely rug ose, obsc ur e ly furr o wed do wn t,he 
ce ntr e; eyes at th e top separa1eLI by fully twice the leng th of 
the ind a.11te11nal joint. Th orax alutaceous: the median seg -
l'tell t thickly covered with long pa le pubesc ence ; th r fuvea oil 
t.he aµex. uf th e basal slope pyrifo rm ; tl1H apical ,;lope with 
c11rvecl, fiue stri::e; the ba.:ie is not f11rrri"·"d ; tarsal and tibial 
:-1pi11Ps rufou R; costa and st igma dark , t,liP o ther ner vures palP 
tesiac eo us; teguhe tes t;arP.011s, 1 it tramn ·nrsp, cubital 11erv urn 
wiL11 ;3 cu r ves . 
Uu111es near to 1'. a11nfe.c, Sm. ; that spec ies is lar ge r. ha s 
the sca pe of ant ennre rufou s, the apex of c lyp e us rounded in 
the ce ntr e, aud otherwise, may eas ily be separat ed by th e eyes 
wnverg ·ing more above, th ey being there separat ed by dis-
t inctly less than the leng th of the 5th antenna I j oint . 
Tuclt.'ftes rwreocincta, sp. nov . 
Black; the hair on the head and thorax. ful vous ; t.111• a bdo-
minal seg1mmt,; banded with go lden pub esce nce; the p_vgidiu1n 
with silvery pile and , more sparse ly, with long fu h ·,rns hair : 
wing·s hyaline, suffused with ye llow at th e base: th,, tibire and 
tarsi and apex of hind er fe111orn rufo -tPatact>ous. , . 
Leng th 14-1 5 mm. 
H:ib . Matang. 
Ulypeus smooth and hiuiug; the ce ntr e depre sse d, trans-
verse; front with, narr ow, but dis tinct, furrow iu the ce ntr e, 
R . A. Soc ., N 0. 44, 1005. 
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the eyes at the top separated by the length of the 5th antenna! 
joint. Mandibles black, the base covered with pale fulvou s pubes-
cence. Metanotum with a shinning Y-shaped fovea on the apex 
of the basal part. The long spur of the hinder tibia, is fully 
longer than the metatarsu s, which is as long as the following l! 
joints united. 
Of the Bornean species this is not unlike 1'. borneana, Cam.; 
that species has the eyes more widely separated above, being 
there separated by the leng·th of the 5th antenna) joint; ir.s 
wings want the dist inct yellowish tinge of varipilosa; and 
otherwise is easily known by the shorter and thicker binder 
tarsi of which the metatarsus is not much longer than the ind 
joint and shorter than the long joint of the tibial spines. 
Pompilus jtavijrons, sp. nov. 
1'his spPcies resemble s closely P. cal'iniscutis, Cam. from 
which it may. be known as follow s :-
Post-s cntellum hi gher tl111,11 the scutellnm , front broadly lilllck iu 
t-he centre, apex of clypens trans\"erse, mandibles for the 
greater part yellow, scn.pe of antennm black above, apex of 
hin ier tibi re broadly black. cariniscutis, Cam. 
l'ost-scntelhun not higher than the scntellum, apex of clypeus -
hroadly curved, mandible s for the greater part black, scape 
of antennu' yellow, apex of hinrler tibire not black. 
Jtavifrons, Cam. 
Black , the vertex fro Ill near the ocelli, face, clypeus, labrmu, 
outer orbits narrowl_y from near the top, a broad interrupted 
band on th e apex or the pronotum, scutellum, post-scut ellum, and 
scape of antenna ! brig;ht yPllow; the apex of femora, tibirn and 
tarsi rufo-testaceous; wini!'s hyidine; the apex from near the 
base of the radial eel I smoky, with a slight violaceous tinge .. 
Clypeus broad, the apex roundly, but not deeply incised, 
with the sides straig-ht, oblique. Labrum obliquely depressed. 
Mandibles black. Pal pi yt>llow. Third abscissa of radius distinctly 
shorter than second. M etanoturri irregularly transversely 
striated. Penultimate ventral segment covered with long black 
hair; the others n1ore sparsely and shortly haired. Hinder 
metatarsu1< as long as tl1e following" 3 joints united and slightly 
more than 01 ,e - third of its IP11~th. l:l mm. 
Jom·. Stritit s Hrn11ch 
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Salius matangensia, sp. nov. 
Black ; the abdomen and leg11, except the coxre, ferruginous 
red; wings large, brilliant fuseous-vio!aceous, the nervures and 
stigma black; the labrum and apex of mandibles red; the pal pi 
rufo-testaceous. o . 
Length 13 mm. 
Rab. Ma.tang. June. 
Head and thorax covered with pale pubescence; the pleurre 
more sparsely with long pale hair; the base of metanotum 
smooth, with a V-shaped depression in the middle, the rest fine-
ly, obscurely striated; the sides of the apical slope at the top 
project bluntly, the apex much more largely and prominently. 
First abscissa of radius clearly shorter than the second; the 
fourth straight aud obliquely turned upwards; the 3rd is round-
ly curved upwards; the 2nd recurrent nervure is received at 
the apex of the basal third of the cell. Tarsi spinose; claws 
dentate uear the base. Frontal furrow distinct on the upper half 
only. 
Is not unlike S. veda, Cam., but is much larger and has the 
head entirely black ; and the merlhn segment bituberculate 
laterally. 
Odynei·us Kuchingensia, sp. nov. 
Black, the clypeus, eye incision, a mark above the antennre, 
transverse above, its apex obliquely narrowed, a line behind the 
eyes, not reaching to their end and gradually narrowed, a mark, 
longer than broad, with straight sides, on the upper basal half 
of the propleurre, the two uuited along the apex of the prono-
tum by a narrow line; teguloo, a large mark on the scutellum, 
slightly narrowed in the middle at the base and apex, a mark, 
also contracted in the middle, at the base and apex, on the post-
scutellum, a large mark, on the mesopleuroo below the teguloo, 
rounded above and below, longer than broad and slightly, gradu-
ally narrowed from top to bottom, and two large marks, rounded 
above, on the sides of the apical slope of the metanotum 
and the apices of the abdominal segments (the line on the 
3rd narrower than the others), a large mark, longer than 
B. A. Soc., No. 44, 19()5. 
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broad and almost1iransverse at the base and apex, on the sides 
of the 2nd segment near the base and two smaller marks on the 
base below, yellow. Legs yellow, the 4 front eoxre behind, 
the hinder except for a mark on the sides, a line on the centre 
of the middle fernora above, the hind femora and the inner side 
of the bind tibire, black. Wings byaline; the radial cell from 
shortly behind the middle and the fore part of the 4th cubital 
cell, smoky; the nervures and stigma black . 9 . 
Length 8 mm. 
Rab. Kuching. June. 
Front and vertex closely and distinctly; the clypeus sparse-
ly punctured; it is longer than broad; its apex depressed in 
the middle, only very slightly incised, almost transverse. Pro-
and mesothorax closely and clearly puncture..! ; the pronotum 
transverse, keeled on the base; the scutellum sparsely punctur-
ed, its apex coarsely longitudinally striated; the yellow part 
furrowed slightly down the centre . Median segment with an 
oblique slope, its sides broadly rounded, the centre depressed. 
Propleurre punctured like the pronotum; the mPSO· and meta-
pleurre more sparsely punctured a ove; smoth below, Abdo-
men closely ptmctured; the 1st segment becomes graduilly 
wider from the base to the apex. 
Allied to 0. lzyades, Uam., but is much smaller, wants the 
yellow lines on the mesonotum and the 2nd recurrrent nervure 
is not interstitial. 0. lybas, Cam., is much less strongly marked 
with yellow and its 1st abdominal segment is raised in the cen-
tre nnd obliquely sloped at base and apex. 
0dynei ·us matangensis, sp . nov. 
Black, a line on .the scape of the antennre below, tbe cly-
peus, the mandibles except above and at the apex, the anterior 
tibire in front and a narrow band on the apex of tbe 1st and 2nd 
abdominal segments all round, yellow . Wings hyaline, the 
apical two-thirds of the radial and the greater part of the 4th 
cubita l cell smoky; the nervures and st igi;ua black. 0 . 
Length 7 mm. 
Hab. Matang. 
Jour. Straits Branch 
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Front and vertex closely, strongly and uniformly punc-
tured, the clypeu'3 more sparsely punctured and covered with 
white pubescence; it is slightly longe r than it s greatest width; 
the apex bas a shallow, wide rounded incision. .Apical two 
joints of antenme browni sh beneath, the claw is not quite so 
long as the joint. Thorax closely rugos ely punctured; the apex 
of the median segment is less strongly punctur ed; its sides are 
straight and obliquely narrowed towards the centre, which is 
furrowed; the slope is almost vertical. Abdomen punctured 
like the thorax ; the basal segment with a stout kee l near the 
base. 
Belopgs to th e group of 0. siclieli. It is not unlike 0. 1·0-
bertianus, but that species bas the clypeus longer compared 
with its width, broadly marked with black iu the middle, depressed 
at the apex, which is not so broadly rounded and depre ssed 
down the middle, the scutellums have a more dist inct oblique 
slope from the base to the apex, the scutellum in matangensis 
being much more convex and without a distinct slope. 
Dielis truscanensis, sp. nov. 
Black, the sides of the clypeus broadly-the yellow line 
becoming slightly broader towards th e apex,-t he upper part 
of the mandibles, a line on the pronotum, broade st in the middle, 
bands on the apices of the Lasal 4 abdominal segm1:-nts, com-
mencing from shortly behind the middle and the outer side of the 
tibire, yellow. 'vVings clear byaline, iridescent, the nervures 
and stigma black. Head, thorax, base of abdomen and its ven-
tra l surface thickly covered with long white hair; the basal 4 
segments fringed with similar; the apical thickly with black, 
stiffer hair. Ocellar depression with curved strire on the sides. 
Mesonotum and sides of scu tellums punctured, but not closely 
or strongly; the metanoturn at-the base sparsely haired and punc-
tured the rest thickly covered with longish white hair. o. 
Length 13-14 mm. 
Hab . Trusean. 
'l'be black basal bands on the 2nd to 4th abdominal seg -
ments are slightly dilated in the middle; the wings are slightly 
R, A. Soc., No. 44, 191>5. 
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infuscated at the apex; the 1st recurrent nervure is straight, 
not obliquP. in front, the 2ud round ly curved at the top and 
bottom ; the 2nd transverse cubital is st raight and oblique by 
sloped at top and bottom, the lower (and larger) absc issa having a 
more oblique slope than the upper; th e 2nd absci~sa of the cubi-
tus is distinctly less in length than the ord and 4th united 
the apical abscissa of the radius roundly, obliquely curved. 
Prouotum rounded. 
Comes close to D . .fimbriata, Bur., which may be known 
from it by the middle of the pronotum being transverse>, not 
rounded, by the 2nd abscissa of the cubitus being longer than 
the apical two united, by the recurrent nervures not being so 
widely separated and by the tran sverse median nervnre being 
mure rounded, not obliquely sloped above . 
Megachile Wallacei, sp. nov. 
-· Black, the hair on the metanotum, base of 1st abdominal 
segment, a band on the 2nd and the whole of the apical two 
segments above covered with whitish . hair ; the ventral slope 
bright red; the wings hyaline, the apex slightly clouded, the 
nervures and stigma black ; the hair on the legs black ; the 
basal 4 joints of the hind tarsi covered with bright red hair. Q. 
Length 18 mm. 
Hab . Trusean. August. 
Vertex distinctly punctured, more strongly and closely in 
the centre than on the sides; the face similarly punctured, 
more closely above than below; the clypeus more strongly 
punctured; the lower tiart with the punctures more widely 
separated _and the apex irnpunctate. JYfandiblPs strongly, but 
not closely punctured; they have 3 teeth; the apical is the 
longer; the 2nd shorter and bluntly round ed; the 3rd not so 
clearly separated, longer , broad er and blunter . Mesonoturn 
closely and clearly punctured, the punctures round and in 
places running into reticulations; the base in the centre is less 
strongly punctured and furrowed narrowly. Scutellum more 
strongly and similarly punctured. Metanotum smooth. Meso-
pleurre closely and distinctly punctured ; the meta much more 
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minutely and sparsely punctured. Mei;osternum and meso-
pleurre thickly covered with black hair; the meta- with longer 
and white hair. Fore tibire with the edges spined; the onter 
spine longer and sharper than the inner ; the middle adn hind 
calcaria red, the others black. 
Mesonotum thickly covered with short black hair ; clypeus 
longer than the face, its apex transverse in the middle, the 
sides curved, it is sparsely haired; m·etatarsui! not much 
narrower than the tibire which, at the apex on the outer side, 
projects into a stout spine. 
This species belongs to a group which appears to be well 
represented in Malaya. It differs from M. hicanaliculata and 
Frede1'ici in the nmndibles having 3, instead of 2 teeth; M. 
allJocaii£lata Friese has 4 mandib.ilar teeth; the number of teeth 
in M. miniata Bingham, (J. Bomh. N. H. :3oc. 1890-h ), from 
Sumatra, is not stated .. 
Megachile Samwalcensis, sp. nov. 
Black, the hair black, on the vertex, mouth and sternum 
white, on the median segment soot-coloured; the wings yellow-
ish-hyaline, the nervures and stigma luteous. o. 
Length 12 mm. 
llab. Sembulong. 
Front, vertex and face closely punctured; the clypeus 
more closely and finely punctured, the rest more widelj and not 
so strongly as the front; its apex fringed with long pale fulvous 
hair. Mandibles short and broad; the apical tooth long and 
sharp-pointed; the 2nd broad, bluntly-rounded, the 3rd indistinct. 
'l'horax closely, minutely punctured, as is also the scutellum; 
post-scutellum alutaceous. Metanotal area alutaceous, depressed 
in the centre. Hack of abdomen coarsely alutaceous, obscurely 
punctured, the segments depressed in the middle; the last seg-
ment with a shallow incision in the centre; and with 2 distinct, 
blunt, and an outer indistinct, tooth on either side of the incision ; 
its apex is broadly depressed and the middle is bluntly keeled. 
Metatarsus narrower than the tibire. 
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:A1 egachile variclens, sp. nov. 
Black; the front, vertex and thorax above with rufo-fulvous 
hair, the hair on the face, clypeus and pleurre long and whitP; 
the abdominal segments with rufous hair bands; wings hyaline, 
highly iridescent, the apical half c'louded with fuscous-violaceous, 
the stigma and nervures black. o. 
Length 9 mm. 
liab. Kuching. January. 
Front and vertex closely and distinctly punctured, the for-
mer less strongly than the latter. · Face closely rugose; the 
clypeus closely punctured, the punctures ~ound, moderately deep 
and close together; in the centre is a smooth, moderately broad 
smooth line. Mandibles with 4 teeth; the 1st and 4th much 
larger than the central and sharp-pointed; the 2nd bluntly 
rounded, the 3rd longer than it and sharp-pointed . Thorax 
closely rugosely punctured. Metanotal area clearly defined, alu-
taceous and with a shallow furrow in the middle; and less closely 
haired than the rest of the segment, which is pitted. The basal 
segments of the abdomen closely, but not very strongly; the 
others more strongly rugosely, punctured; the 1st has the basal 
slope margined i::.ound the top, the 2nd and 3rd and, to a less 
extent, the 4th transversely furrowed; the last incised; the in-
cision wider than long, with the sides oblique, straight and 
meeting in the centre; below t'he last segment is widely depres-
sed in the centre and with the sides keeled at the apex. Legs 
stoutly; the hinder tibioo bluntly, roundly projecting at the apEx 
on the outerside . 
Is very like iJf. bomeana but may be known from it by 
havi'ng 4 distinct teeth on the mandibles. The same character 
separates it from iJf. ccecina which it closely resembles otherwise. 
Nomia bicliensis, sp. nov. 
Black, the flagellum of antennai below and at the apex 
abovf', rufous, the hair on the bead and thorax pale fulvous; all 
the abdominal segments with broad pale pubescent bands; the 
hair on the ventra l surface pale, with a slight fulvous tint; wings 
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hyalin e, th e st igma pale testaceous, the costa and nervures 
darker. ~. 
Length 7 mm. 
Hab. Bidi. December. 
Front, vertex and face closely minutely, irre gu larly reticu-
lated, more closely in the centre than on the sides ; the occiput 
sharply margined. :M.esonotum closely punctured, almost reti-
culated ; the centre with an impressed line. Metan otal area 
stoutly irregularly long itudinally str iat ed and without au apica l 
bounding keel ; the apical slope with 2 or 3 irregular longi-
tudinal keels. Pleurre alutaceous; the mesa- with an oblique 
keel down the middle, behind which it is closely st riat ed; near the 
apex of the meta- are 2 curved keels, the space between them 
being striated. The hair on the tusi is more rufous than on 
the rest of the legs; the apical 4 joints of the fore tarsi rufou s. 
First and second transve rse cubital nervures st raight and 
parallel, the cell being of equal width throughout and distinctly 
shorter, above, than the following; the recurrent nervure is re-
ceived shortly beyond the middle ; this being also the cas~ with 
the 2nd the 1st is stra ight and oblique, the 2nd roundly curved. 
Is not unlike N. bicaniculata, Uam., that species is readily 
separated by the different form of the median segment which is 
much larger and with the apical slope stoutly keeled round the 
top. 
No11iia erytlwopoda, sp. nov. 
Black; the 1st abdominal segment with a piceous band on 
the apex, the others banded with blue, variegated with orang-e; 
the antenna! scape, apex of clypeus, labrum and legs ferrugin-
ous-red; the hair on the head, thorax, base of abdomen and legs 
pale fulvous; wings hyaline, the radial and cubital cells smoky, 
the stigma and nervures black. o . 
Length 9-10 mm. 
Rab. Kinghang. January. 
Lower part of front and face keeled in the centre, the 
former more strongly than the latter ; the clypeus distinctly 
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punctured, except at the apex; the orbits thickly covered with 
fulvous pubescence and more sparsely with fulvous hair. Meso-
notum opaque, minutely punctured; post-scutellum thickly 
covered with pale fulvous pubescence. Metanotal area irr egu-
larly striated, the central striai converging inwardly. Hind 
femora not much thickened; on the lower sicte of the hind tibire 
is, at the middle, a rais ed curved keel, curvin g obliquely from 
the inner side to the outer and reach ing to the apex, it becom-
ing gradui.lly reduced in size ; tarsi not thickened. 
A species easily recognized by the rufous legs and by the 
oblique keel on the inner side of the hind tibioo. 
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